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New jobs for Viking Air
By John Green
Viking Air Ltd. has signed an 
agreement with de Haviland Canada 
Ltd. to take over the manufacturing 
and supplying, world-wide, of 
replacement parts for all de- 
Havilland’s Beaver, Turbo Beaver 
and single-engined Otter aircraft.
Using a $400,000 loan from B.C. 
Development Corp., Viking will buy 
de Havilland’s present inventory of 
parts plus the manufacturing rights 
for them. The money will also pay 
for facilities necessary to undertake 
additional work at Viking’s plant at
Pat Bay airport. The planes are no 
longer being manufactured, but 
there are about 1,200 Beavers, 300 
Otters and 50 Turbo Beavers still 
flying. Keeping them supplied with 
parts is expected to add up to 10 
permanent jobs at Viking Air, which 
now has a staff of 20.
The deal was announced Monday 
by Finance Minister Hugh Curtis at 
a press conference at the legislature. 
With him were Viking president Nils 
Christensen and Newall Morrison of 
BCDC.
Curtis said the deal will mean new
export markets for the B.C. aviation 
industry as well as new jobs.
“This is a significant step in the 
long-term growth of the province’s 
aviation industry,’’ he said.“Other
Havilland’s initiative as B.C.’s 
capabilities in this field are 
demonstrated.’’
Viking Air now manufactures 
parts for Grumann Goose and 
Widgeon planes, but not on an 
exclusive basis. It also overhauls and 
rebuilds medium-sized aircraft.
The company has been
established at the airport since 1970, 
and Christensen said he had been 
negotiating for 10 years for the right 
to handle the de Havilland parts 
business. Parts for Twin Otter 
aircraft are not involved but 
Christensen said that he hoped to 
expand the deal to include them in 
future.
The present deal is for 10 years, 
and is renewable in five-year terms.
De Havilland will ship to Viking 
next month all of its present in­
ventory of parts. While these last 
Christensen expects to need only
three or four more people. The rest 
will be needed six or eight months 
later, when manufacturing of new 
parts is in full swing.
Morrison said that the govern­
ment loan, which is under the low- 
interest LIFT program, is fully 
secured. BCDC will hav an 
assignment of all the parts coming 
from De Havilland. Terms of the 
loan are 13 1/2 pter cent interest over 
three years.
Morrison described the deal a “a 
good adjunct to a very substantial 
business.’’
Hugh Curtis
. . . step in long-term growth
There was no one at home at been flying around into other
11354 Osprey around 1:30 p.m. July people’s gardens for more than a
21—^ and for that Joe Gillevet is week, he says,
grateful. Earlier, when he discovered
A rock weighing between 400 to stones were hitting into the empty
500 pounds and measuring two by treed lot next t6 his home, Gillevet
four feet came crashing through the^ y w^ vvorried andf called North
r^^^ of his three-year-old home in Saanich municipal hall. He was told
North Saanich, went through the if the contractor had a blasting
floor of son John’s bedroom and permit, he could blast,
down into the kitchen destroying “What if someone is hurt’’,? 
that room and leaving the door enquired Gillevet. Then you’ll 
hanging off the laundry room. probably have a civil suit on your
And that may not be the extent of hands, Gillevet .says he was told by
the damage. Apart for minor engineering services director Daryl
: ■ Harnaap \whf»rp Qm,^11pr rnrks haVC hit Ashby
Friday blasting had halted.
lawver13nvd 1:1 hWrisbn''
and bent a window ledge, scored Frida’
woodwork and dug holes in the r.uipvpf’s infl 1*31 vJulcVCt av-lUninnen ■ ^ ^
day. Looking at the devastation " . ’ '
, , ____ ..L _1____ Sidhev RGMP and North Saanich u.. ......_caused by the path of the huge rock oiuney rvic-mr anu i-Nonii oaamcn Rocks held by Gillevet punched holes in his lawn and also hit 
there could have been a tragedy - derk Joan Schill confirmed . . - • -
Gillevet examines hole in bedroom floor. Rock came through 
roof ̂ bedroom and ended in kitchen, demolishing furniture.
, IV Murray'Sharrall Photo.
----- - ---------- ---------------------wgardens. \
that’s his only consolation, he says. May that Carley Logging did not
The rock — like many other ^ permit for blasting. Con- Carley’s first accident in 40 quick trip around the area and
smaller ones—came from some 700 tractor Wes Jones who is clearing years. “1 feel bad about the ac- positioning a person on a nearby
feet away where workmen vt/ere land and building a road for the 140- cident,’’ Jones says, “but we did road. Jones says. “These '
blasting a road in preparation for a ope acre lots, everything we could to help out and precautions were taken.”
...housing deyelopinent at C!oake —^y® ^'^^®y^ got a man in to patch the holejn the The housing development by
responsibility” and had contacted roof.” Geoffrey Calvert and Wes Jones has
only one hit by the blasting. A his insurance company. Normal procedures prior to been“ontheboil”forthreeyears-
children’s playhouse next door he was not aware blasting include blowing 12 whistles, and has passed third reading at
Frcm
Cl
partially demolished and rocks have Garley didn’t have a permit, adding covering the blast with dirt, takinga council.
A charge of fraudulent use of 
a credit card will probably re.suH 
fiQin the IICMP investigation 
of the dcatli of James Allen 
Brown, but it produced no/ 
indication of foul play.
Brown was found dead on the 
beach soutli of Beacon AVc^^^ 
July 10. Ari^ h 
death by drowning. Further 
V laboratory tests are bcitlg rnadef :
but Staff SergcantvKcn W 
';';siatcf/ihaf:jtinl(;ss/;thcy'';,shd^ 
something unexpected there is 
every indication that death was 
accidental. ,,
After interviewing numerous 
witnesses police arc satisfied 
that Brown was left passed out 
on tho beach following a 
drinkihg party on the Friday 
night .more than a day before 
his body was found. It is 
assurned that he did not regain 
consciousness and was drowned 
when the tide carne ln, 
Siispicloni:^^^^^
because his wallet was found 
under a log instead of on his 
body, « circumstance for which 
police at fitst werO ,unable to
■obtftihhn explanaiionV'^--'''''"'"'''-;
Eventljally Ohe Of the people 
involved in the drinking parly
The Review offices will be closed Monday in celebration of B.C. Day. 
Deadline for display advertising for our Aug. 3 publication is 4:30 p.m. 
Thursday andA;30 p,m. “ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ‘ '
Sidney council Monday night 
unanimously gave the town’s break­
water committee authorization to 
establish criteria for developers of 
the proposed $12 million break- 
watcr-mariha.’/;:? ■ --■■■
Ltd.^/jias!;vbeeh:',rnegdtiaUh .̂............
, to a year and is
novv seeking approval lor a 1,000
: in two phases. Initial cortstruction^^^^^ / 
would be the breakwater and 400 
/per berths
phase would see a 
further 200 owner-occupied berths 
and 200 more semi-permnnent 
berths, Berths sold to boaters under " 
a 90-year agreement — termed 
tlockominiums r- woo'd cost ill the
access on part of the breakwater for 
sightseeing, fishing or sunbathing; 
facilities for transient boaters—- 
— hew customs 
clearance facilities; space for small 
cruise ships, rc.search vessels and 
fish bouts, and a fish market.
Ward says once council approves 
the proposal the company is looking 
at four to six months of detailed 
, cngittecring studies costing bclwtin n t' 
$200,000 and $300,000. Cost is 
estimated at between $10 million
the breakwater and marina is ; ■ 
estimated to take a year for plinsc 
one.
Ward claims ;fite project will 
create an addition $4 rnillion to $6 
Hob Ward million ca.sli flow through thc town
. ; ; HW lobs, big cash flow and create in excess of 100 new Jobs,
region of $15,000 each and up, says 
Bob Ward, of C.R. Ward^^:./^^^^ —plan includes a two-level car to a healthy local economy and 
Associates Ltd., a spokesman for / ' park under the; existing publicly- / vvoup ^’undoubtedly mak
Sidney Breaksyater Developments owned land in front of EastvievV i the boating capital of Canada and 
Ltd. Avc.; landscaped waterfront, public draw boaters from' all over the
: . . . ■ •.'.••i . ■ •' ■■I..: ^ . ■■■ ‘.'S'- ■■ M. . IVtAir wl . “ * .V ,■'
::adn|||ed:; havirig;
;>/BfowhN'v wallet;;hficr ;.lic; ^ 
put and having removed and 
/'laterused'a credit cartfTrpnift,^. ■
World. ,..
come from 
privsttc sources only; there would be 
no I govcrriment money involved^ 
Ward says.
The hibhkvvaier^:w be some 
4,000 feet in length and partly 
constructed of rubble inound and 
:.v,::pre-cast/;rconcrete.!:::^Ii:,;:::Would;';;be,;::;;. 
located at a point near the bottom of 
Oakville Ave., extending east near 
the existing uuuxei liimy in liic
^ So« 'ta ”lK''"Snd Ttmc-ym^M In, Am l>uvl„ cools ilnwn ,lurl»„ ncmspell
'-r";:tnarkerv thcn^vwostcrly,Terminating'*:-^v:::V*:tW<^,/cpCii^«W: topi/<rA/rt/v«i?P>,:A%rW#f ' '
M«rrity,tsharr»iiflfh«piiCointimicd on PttRC A2 rnum.
1—
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McEwan, 26, of 1515 
Vining St., Victoria, was 
sentenced to spend 14 days 
in jail after he was found 
guilty July 21 in Sidney 
provincial court of driving 
while over .08 alcohol level. 
It was McEwan’s second 
drunk driving charge.
Lorilee Victoria Kimoff, 
26, Vancouver, was given 
14 days in jail when she was 
found guilty of breach of 
probation. Kimoff was
originally given probation 
in Vancouver. She moved 
to the Sidney area for a 
short while, but failed to 
report to a probation of­
ficer.
Also on July 21 in court, 
Clifford Potinho, 22, of 
8805 East Saanich Rd. was 
sentenced to seven days in 
jail and given a S300 fine 
after pleading guilty to 
driving while under 
suspension. He was also 
handed down a $35 fine for 
speeding.
Continued from Page A1
to the north of the current gover­
nment dock and causeway.
Ward says the company would 
also provide a terminal for the 
proposed Hovermarine service to 
the Gulf Islands and Vancouver.
A report from the town’s July 19 
breakwater committee meeting —. 
which had met to study the com­
pany’s proposal — pointed out 
some concern had been expressed 
over the vagueness of some aspects 
of the proposal as well as the 
potential for heavy traffic and 
parking problems.
The company insists it must have 
prior approval for the project before 
it can get studies underway to 
provide for a firmer plan, however, 
the committee feels it would be 
unreasonable for council to give 
such approval without an 
established set of criteria.
The committee recommended to 
council that it should only be 
prepared to give prior commitment 
on the foreshore water lease subject 
to the developers meeting a set of 
criteria which the breakwater 
committee would establish in 
conjunction with professionals.
rsS
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^ Mikasa ★VHIeroy & Boch tSt Hornsea
Scott Eckertk r, with hose, and Steve Carney' were busy washing cars July 23 at Dave's Chevron to raise money for STAG.
Murray Sharralt Photo.
IT
We specialize in oven-te-table dimerware (oyer 40 patterns to choose from) — ail safs fm' 
use in oven, fr^zerfdishwater and microwave as well as stainless steel cutieryf 
giasswaie and table accessories.
MONDAY - SATURDAY 9:30 - 5:30 
2506 Beacon Ave., Sidney
^Bridal Registry 
YirGitt Certificates
^ Free Gift Wrapping 




OPEN DAILY 11 AM for 
Fino Canadian & Chinese Food 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
8li Verdler Ave^ Brentwood Bay 
652-3622
Stook & Chowder House
■ 40 Item salad bar,, ifl'wtii owfj
Breatifaat, Lunch £ Dinner Daily 
s! Sunday Brunch 11:30>1:30 
yi72 Brentwood Drive
„ Phone 6522413 or 652-35^5
' Tnioy our 24ritom Salaci Bar: 'v 
' ^'”5.:^'i'TAKL^flUTORDERS'V
IN THE BEACON PIAZA MALL 
2321 Boaoon Ave. Sidney
656-4822
STEAM, PIZZA ft SPACHITTI HOUSE 
Evening Dining In 
fine Mediterranean Tradition!
vMon.-KiMU, 11 * IfliMJ mwiimhi:! : % 
v-v:' >./"!::"rri.afM.U'Wl
SUN,»iioiiom s
TAKE OUTS B56-r>5% • 7 
Sth&Botcwi SIDHEV
MMMWinillfHiflliMI^^
OPEN PROM'S P.Ml 
57 DAYS A WEEK : ?
• . Wuul SiiiiiiKii H(i liy,
llOVMl OiiK Cdiilru .
[isotvatioor, ' ^ 479"2123,
FISH & CHIPS
GAY & LORNE 
OPEN DAILY
Tuesday thru Saturday
11:30 a.m^ - Tjab nim




Homuslylo Cofii'iiMi Ikilono 
'' •','11 Old Piinii'v '
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7 ii.m lo 7 |>.m.
liCfNSfTi 652-1192
REDDI.(BHEF TARE■:0,UT
CHICKEN, RIS. DURGEIIS. SOFT ICE CBEAM: 1;








Vnn IsiR Mniiiin 
2320 llatboiir Rd.
Moti. ta Sat. B am to 4 pm 
Sunddy 9 am to 4 pm 656-6521]
lleataurant
at FAMILY PRICES I
Mon, lo fii. 9 am • 9 pm 
Sat, 9 am-to jilt) Sun.flam-gpm!
656-4115 2359 Beacon Ave.
MiltlPINIMG
First Class Meals-fast Service 
2280 Beacon 656-1176
mHurmmAimm
Wlien it conies to dining out^^
:d&:S:ofe3danlanyoiie
plan an appropriate advertisinn menu.
call today lor assistance
1 ■■'I: '
WWWWWill^^
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America’s
By MURRAY SHARRATT
Canada 1 jumped from fifth place to second place 
after its first six races in the all important third series 
of racing in the Americas Cup — but the big news 
had nothing to do with racing, at least not directly.
A Victoria man, Tim Johnston, a boat driver for 
Canada I’s yachting syndicate, was arrested July 23 
after he was caught swimming underneath the 
Australia II boat with camera equipment. A second 
person seen swimming away from the yacht was not 
apprehended.
Johnston, 39, who was charged with trespassing, 
pleaded not guilty and was released on his own 
recognizance.
The Australian II’s keel has been a well kept secret 
during the preliminary series of racing and while in 
the water in harbour is surrounded by a security 
screen. When the yacht is lifted out of the water — 
boats are hoisted from the water every second night 
for general maintance — the keel is immediately 
covered with a large opaque curtain with an electric 
wire running around it and is often guarded by armed 
personel.
Bent Jespersen, who spent 12 days in Newport 
watching his son Eric and Canada 1 racing in the 
second series, said he had heard rumours of frogmen 
with underwater cameras but wasn’t sure that they 
were true. Jespersen described the tight security as 
Australian hype and added the Australians probably 
would have been disappointed if something like this 
didn’t happen. He thinks the keel might be slightly 
different in design but figures the whole thing is 
basically a 
lot of attention.
Bent and Jannie Jespersen are back from 
Newport, Rhode Island, where they spent 12 
days watching their son, Eric, and Canada 1 
turn things around. Murray Sharratt Photo.
Jespersen says Johnson, who drives smaller 
escorting and towing boats, is also the Canadian 
syndicate’s photographer and probably just wanted 
to add another photo to his collection.
Canada 1 syndicate denied the swimmers were 
acting on behalf of the Canadian camp.
Canada 1 with 7.7 points is currently in second 
place behind Australia II, who have 10.8 points. 
They were blown away by Australia II by some four 
minutes July 25 but won a protest against the British, 
Victory’83 the day before.
Canada 1 did not win the race on the water but a 
protest claiming the British boat had collided with 
them before the start of the race was won. Canada 1 
was ahead before it developed problems with the 
mainsail in the last leg of the race.
On July 23 they had the morning off and con- 
squently dropped from second to fourth place, but 
then regained their previous standing by defeating • 
Azzura of Italy by one minute and 43 seconds.
Gale force winds postponed all racing on July 22. 
Generally winds must be less than 25 knots for 
America’s Cup racing. Stronger winds bring the risk 
of damagingihe highly-tuned racing yachts.
Canada 1 won two races on July 21, first defeating 
the Australian yacht Advance by four minutes and 
four seconds and then coasting to an easy victory 
over France 3 when they gave up after Canada 1 was 
holding a one-minute lead after the second leg.
In the first race of the third series on July 20, 
Canada 1 was forced to forfeit the race to Australian 
II after it suffered a broken forestay but bounced 
back in the afternoon to defeat another Australian 
: entry,
A seemingly insignificant item about road names 
sparked an apparently bitter exchange at a North Saanich 
public works committee meeting on Monday.
Aid. Alan Cornford and the committee chairman. Aid. 
George Westwood were the main antagonists but several 
others were involved. Westwood at one point ordered 
Cornford to stop repeating his arguments or leave the 
chamber. Cornford refused to stop or to leave, and later
A Ian Cornford George Westwood
successfully challenged a ruling from the chair.^ ^
At issue were two letters concerning proposed names for 
new streets. The letters appeared to present conflicting 
rulings on the acceptability of the names by two Canada 
Post officials, yet neither letter \yas from anyone in ; ^ 
Canada Post.
One letter was vvritten by North Saanich engineering 
services director Daryl Ashby to Gordon Gregory at Sidney 
post office, with a copy to the committee, to confirm a 
July 22 conversation ludicating that the names Colburne 
Place, Marti Lane and Marina Way were unacceptable to 
Canada Post.
The other was a letter from B.C. Strongitharm of North 
Saanich Marina Ltd., to B. Carter, superintendent of 
delivery, Canada Post, Victoria, confirming a con­
versation of July 25 that the names Marina Way and Marti 
Lane were approved by Canada Post. This was coun­
tersigned by Carter.
lifi Pi 1 a 1 1 Marina Way is the name prbpo^sed for the main road in
Bob Wright’s subdivision on Tsaycum Peninsula, and 
' Marti T ahe^is a cul de' sac in the subdivisionli Golburhe; i iL n   . C l rne 
Place is a road in Dean Park Estates. Ail three names were
proceedings. He rejected an explanation that three people jeamed that the decision was up to Carter, and that he had 
had stated they did not come forward at question period objection to the names.
because they did not wish to go in front of the cameras. There was considerable heated debate over the com-
He told Mayor Norma Sealey that “for three people you jjjjttee’s authority to do anything with a matter already 
are going to deny the rest of the public” access to viewing, dealt with by council, and several attempted motions were 
He pointed out the press would still be able to report on ; Qhgj.gd^ withdrawn or defeated before the 
question period and asked “Why can’t we. What s the finally “received for information.”
difference?” Mayor Jay Rangel said he v ’ ^ ’-------------- -
But some aldermen had had a change of heart since they pq^ jn ^
voted for the motion at last week’s conamitte^^^^^ 
whole. Aid; John Galder said he’d supported the changes 
because he believed that in some cases question period was 
being used for personal attacks but banning television 
from the period “was going too far.” He added he saw no; 
reason why council should not be able to ‘‘control question 
period.”
AidV Loyd Burdon told council the ban was a regressive 
stepiarid urged the ntotion be defeated; Information that 
question period was illegal when held during a council 
meeting was; merely an opinion from the town’s lawyer, he 
said.
The motion was defeated with aldermen Jim Lang, Ben 
Ethier;
rdiir generationf showed jiii at IH4A I}arrH Drive for Isalyelle Cleyette^s 
left of grandmother Is daughter Zoe Watts, above, granddaughter Jean Chipper and great-
granddaughter Tla Chipper,
By Ian Johnstoir 
A long round of applause 
is due members of the 
community who came to
the PON: Shop's. an­
niversary sale and made it 
, such a grand success. Daly 
'•'“"'f'"'Vluntccrs;':^;WefcL:delightcdi;: 
;>i:;with ‘thC', record "amount-of',. 
clothing and other items
Murray SlitirralllMioKi,
BOG BITES COSTLY 
i;: • .Thcr^^werL;' I400::cases'df:S' 
Letter Carriers reporting dog; 
;v,:bltcsrlast':yeari' Canada.- Poste 
f Corporation reports dog bitesn 
cost $200,(!KX) last year in lost 
‘;::*:w£ii|[cs,::'nriedicale*pens«.:,'and';: 
legal fees.
'-In-most'cnsesTecbv cry was- 
soiiight front ;thc’ |dbg owner.;; 
To avoid such costs dog 
owherL'; ate'‘ urgcd::ao';-; keep!": 
their pets undcr;contral when 
tltc Letter Carrier arrives.
; Panorama Leisure Ccrttre iLi; 
having a “two for one” 
afternoon roller-skate for 
teens and a similar deal for 
''::fits evening swim-v',!',--
On-::::Saturday:':;-'STAGfr 
rnbrnbcrs are challenging a !
: learn from Blanshard Clburt 
Community Gentre for the 
' prestigeoHS' icc-crcam' eating, ; 
:t rbphy.This; event,; plus;;, a, v"! 
watcf-mclon eating cohtest,
SOCCERCLUB




At tho VVaddiing Dog wo'vo tiddod aorriotning now,
Now wo give you n bonus coupon when you fill up nt 
ourgjifl RiHtion:ilfldisyoualO%dfscouri(inbijrdlnihg^^^^^;^  ̂
room, coKoo shop or oil « room rate,
vyo still hnvo vory compotitivo pricos for gas. Thw
you don't drivo,
clip ibo coupon bolow. Thetveonw on in and "pMl on 
Tho Dog" (or loss.
'''-■r’'':"-''The:;sale'':is:,ovcr:Lui ’.the:?
s regular prices can't Le provided 13 players and will be held in the Beacon
1 beaten and the shelves are shared rnitts*> Insults and Plam courtyard «t I p.m,
already rcfilicd, Come and rcrreshmcfus. l'he umpire. Comb and watch; you will
; see for yourself. John Robertson, did an be amazed at the appetites
was 15 STAG members, traditionalln this sport, was Thursday is Market Day 
and 20 Oldies fbufgbadies) ; loudly jeeretl at for his at thb PON Shop. ILyou
( ,in;;:.4:he';-:;Grcaiv:;;/Penmsula^v:-,effortst:;;.''“''-.^:;\,'^-Vr;;;i;,.;::;-‘-;havc'-'any:'.extra■■.vegetables,.''
J Softball:;Game hrsld on^^ ; Recognition Week plants, flowers or fmlt give
Augt 3/83 S-S PiM.
at inOQUOIS PARK
f Afmnss f ROM ANAGOltTES ITnhY:)
THE mDDLlNG DOCINN
-''H’fiMOl iNT'WrWION V riO»t,V'
.- 'WANICHION, V(CTO«i'S, » c: VM .IMd .
t’KlMNr tKIS COUPON irj OU« PINING 
: : KOOM OK coiru SHOP ANO Wf 'll ’ :: W.OUCT irn, IKOM UK. PKICI Of’lOUP ' 
Mi Al OR pni.srNt IT ATOrt fKON! OISK 
. ANO RI.CIIVT ofr VOUR .ROOM'KATt;
socePr EpwpMtwrsiMP a SHOP
^ : 01.0 BOOTS ,;: '
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No matter
the political left may be, there are a lot of people who 
agree with what the Social Credit government is doing in 
taking away the job security of public employees, and 
they aren’t all capitalists or members of the establish- 
ment.''',''".;',j'\;'/^'J '
A great many workers in the private sector have never 
had any job security worth mentioning, and in most 
cases they are people who don’t make nearly as much 
money as the public servants.
But those who do support that type of action are in 
danger of letting their approval obscure their view of 
another aspect of the government’s actions.
No matter how loudly the business community ap­
plauds or how much the government talks about leading 
■ the nation in restraint^ the fact remains; that this 
' government has never understood the first thing about 
controlling spending, and still doesn’t.
The rhetoric is all fine, rightwing stuff, but the record 
i ; is the opposite^ and the 1983 budget has riot changed it.' 
Here are the figures:
1980 budget: $5.5 billion.
1981 budget: 6.6billion.
1982 budget: 7.2 billion.





From the July 26,1923, issue of The Review
A letter read at the chamber of commerce directors’ 
meeting Tuesday contained the information that the 
sum of $15,000 had been voted for an office building 
for the Dominion Observatory.
No action with regard to improving the roadway 
leading to the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory on 







The arch which is being erected on Sidney wharf at 
Customs House will be a great improvement to the 
approach to Sidney. Great credit is due to willing 
workers who gave their time for the building ol the 
arch. It is unquestionably fine citizenship to engage in 
any work for the improvement of the locality in which 
they reside whereby everybody benefits directly or 
indirectly.
, 50 YEARS AGO ;
From the July 26,1933, issue of The Review
A reunion of all ex-service men and women of 
Vancouver Island will take place in Victoria on Friday, 
August 4, and it is hoped that as many ex-service men 
and women as possible in the district will take part in the 
parade to the cenotaph.
It is requested that members of North Saanich Branch
* « At
A water gala and basket picnic will be held under the 
auspices of the North Saanich Board of Trade Saturday, ! 
August 12, at the beach and in the grounds of The | 
Chalet, Deep Cove. j
40YEARSAGO' : : ■ ; ,
From the July 28,1943, issue of The Review
Prize lists will be available in a few days for the 75th 
annual fall fair of the North Saanich Agricultural
m
Young crab fishermen at Sidney Wharf. Murray Sharratt Photo.
more than 50 peri cent in three years, despite the fact 
that two of them have been years of deep recession — 
and the 1983 increase is the biggest of all.
In the .same period this government has run through
special funds set aside 
by former administrations, and has reduced the net
all branches. The fair will be held on Labor Day, 
Monday Sept. 6. Classes in the many sections have been 
revised and as usual will appeal to all who are interested 
infarm, garden; home and school activities.
This year will commemorate 75 years of continuous 
activity; something which members of the society and 
the community in general appreciate^ It has been the 
intention of directors to make this ari putstanding fair,, 
befitting this occasion in tociety’s long record.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ :
fiS'
Cyclists have rmhts
It’s no accident that B.C. has lost its triple A credit
II'-.--
be included in the planning. If any local councils are 
contemplating passing legislation to control cyclists, we. 
should be allowed to provide input. We are the ones
- rating;--The people''-who set the' ratings don’t listen to We are writing with regard to the present crackdown know what cycling is all about;,and we feel we have
speeches. They study figures. on cyclists in Victoria. May we make it clear at the start ;) something positive to contribute in this regard.
But aren’t spending increases and deficits inevitable , that we are in full agreement with any measures taken to is not our intention to create any sort of con-
in times like these? That’s an interesting question, to ensure that cyclists comply \viih the law. Cyclists are Irontation with motorists. As serious cyclists we try to
whirh thp-(jnvfrnmpnt hac twn difffrpnt ancwprR mverd hv 1 he Motof Vehicles Act. and if we Want to be behave properly when we are on the roads, and we
are creating T
:;30,,¥EARS AGO
From the July 29,1953, issue of The Review 
; A sea monster vvithput a mystery has been seeii off i 
Deep Cove.
L:H. Lunn was out fishing on Monday. He was 
fishing. Nevertheless when he saw a monster fish his 
fishing instincts deserted him and he abandoned any 
thought of capture.
The monster was a whale. Lunn states that it was seen 
between the beacon and the point at Deep Cove. The 
mammoth mammal measured some 100 to 125 feet long 




coverd by the otor Vehicles ct, and if we want to be 
treated as traffic we should be penalized in the same way 
- its control, the answer is no. The province puts a ceiling as motorists, to the same extent, and on a continuing
on their spending, and they aren’t allowed to run basis.
deficits; Most school boards in the next fev/ years will . At this point we should state that serious cyclists — 
actually have to reduce their spending. - those who belong to clubs, who are training for the
For itself, however, the government has a different sport of bicycle racing or touring, and who really know
’ answer; The revenues it expects this year will exceed its what they are doing are not to be contused with those :The centre-fold : figures presented in this month’s
budget of three years ago by $1.3 billion, enough for an people who ride on sidewalks, or on the wrong side of Newsletter from Central Saanich council are most
increase of nearly 8 per cent a year. But this government the road, with radios plugged into their ears. These revealing and deserve more than a casual glance. While
will borrow $1.6 billion more. characters are in no way to be regarded as cyclists; they certainly not appearing to be at all risque, the figures
Could provincial spending have been held down are just bicycle riders, and we hold no brief for them. can be construed not to be strictly moral either. They
enough to avoid a deficit? Probably not. But a deficit h is unfortunate that the vast majority of motorists show graphically and statistically the expected revenues 
that large doesn’t represent restraint, it represents are not familar with their rights and obligations and expenditures for general municipal purposes. J
massive financial irresponsibility. regarding other legitimate users of the road, which This year, in yet another change in the rules, the
How come? There’s an answer in the top story on the include cyclists. We have the right to use the road. We provincial government delegated to iriunicipalities the
front page of last week’s Review. arc not second-class citizens to be ridden off the road by responsibility to apportion the rates of taxation among
In the process of ordering most school boards to drivers who think it amusing to harass cyclists, or by nine classes of real property, such as farm, business and
reduce their sjpencling. the provincial government has set ? those with tunnel vision who prefer to ignore our very Residential.^
limits to the salaries Of district superintendents. What existence.^ ^ that
arc the limits? The law states that cyclists should ride as close to the to be taxed at the rale of $3.66 per $1,000. of taxable
Maximum tor the largest school districts; $76,869. right-hand side of the road as possible. lt j$, hbvyevcr, vahie, business at $7il0 and residences at $4,03. The
Maximurh for the smallest school districts: $5.5,444;^^^^^^ cyclist who has the right to decide what is possible, taxable values are those detennined by the Provincial
To the average person with a full-time job, let alone > and safe, not the motorist. Broken glass, gratings, sharp Assessment A.uthonty for every separate property in
those who have lost their jobs, those figures are all but road shoulders, high curbs and so on create hazards 
■ obscene. Nobody needs that kind of money. Thetoispb'^^^'^^ ^ ^ v .
excuse for taxing ordinary British Columbians to pay h ntay not be generally realized, hup if a cyclist slips
salaries of that kind to their employees. of the edge of the road, he ntbre often than not wilffall decreed through tordcr in council the percentage of
A government that considers amounts like that to into the path of traffic. This applies particularly to the “actual” value —whatever that term may mean— each
represent restraint obviously doesn’t know the meaning incxpeiicnccd cyclist. class of property should bear tor assessment purposes.
20 YEARS AGO
From 4he July 31,1963, issue off The Review
From chief engineer on a British submarine to 
proprietor of a sporting goods store in Sidney — that’s 
the stOry of A.C;; “AndyL’ Holmes Of Sidney CyclP : 
Centre.
Holmes made the unique switch about a year ago. 
After 10 years in the Royal Canadian Navy, the last five 
attached to the Royal N avyV he mOved to Sidney with 
his family and decided to open a store specializing in 
sales and repairs of bicycles.
And he has made a success of it. Since opening last 
Sept 1; Holmes has sold over 100 bicycles — quite a 
number tor a village the size of Sidney. He now carries 
the largest supply of wheeled goods on The Saanich 
Peninsula, including bicycles, tricycles, scooters arid 
other items such as kiddies’ “tractors”.^
TO YEARS AGO
From the July 2S, 1973, Issue of The Review 
A Central Saanich family has been forced to live in 
terror for over a year by a group of model airplane 
enthusiasts, the mother of a 12-year-old boy told The 
-Review last Tuesday. ■: v 
TVle^^bers of the modelUng club—
Control Modellers’ Club ■— have pushed her family to





If there is a campaign to clean up the beltaviour of Municipalities,: totalled ^ these? assessed values op 
cyclists at large, then as senior cyclists we sliould like to Continued on Page AS
Ihc cbib to the extent that they have felt compelled ,'iO
seek police protect Ion tor their safety,
1 ffi.
t-- V •: 
Pi
' Apthp tegislaturei
and tlic remaKman offices.
The 400 public servants who were let go on July 8 
were the first victims of Bill 3, the Public Service 
Restraint Act, tabled in tlie legislature only the day 
Tiefore. ,
Since that day, hundreds niore hayc been firedvEveryi 
ministry is shedding staff. Every region of the province' 
is affected.
''?;>eclion,of-thebill.::ML■ r?v'?- M';:
It was lust fall that I’remiei Bennett first revealed his 
plan of reducing the public service by 10,000 people. He
' said at the time that tlic public scrj^icc has grown beyond
I’i
i;
Al 4 p.m. July 8 about 20 Hunmn Rights Branch 
' ciPployces; wcjp'giyen; tipilce''thariihci r,:.cmpl6^rii 
icrnMnaied.




in Victoria; Terrace, ' Vancouver, Kamloopsr Prince 
(jeorge and! Cranbrpok, stunned employees saw t heir 
livelihood go up in .smoke.
The employees were given an hour to clean out (heir 
desks, ton(j:,whiie,-:tl»ey;:|Vyei;e:-riuitUt:W>..rth«,J.L>^fisS:-on4he:;,, 
doors were changed.
On the same day, another 380 or so ^government 
workers were fired, They ePme from the ranks of the 
icstlt«mstation’:4taffLThC:?consiimcf:eomp1aint:fet»ires'
the taxpayers’ ability to pay.
But the premier ttlso solemnly assured us, or more 
importnnt, the public seryanis at the time, that nbbody| 
wotild be laid off. The ledtietion was to be achieved 
.?:^thrOttgh:altritiOn.'pnly,;:\'-;'?,j.V:?:;
casual remark. In a one-on-one 
interview, which 1 have still on tape, the premier saW^ ! 
several limes that nobody vvill have to fear for his job;?
; T he interview ran in this newspaper.
1 know ainumbei ol public servatus vvho ypted Social j 
; Credit in the last election because they believed that the 
Socreds offered the better horie to get us out of tite
lewNsiuu.
One of those public servants last his Job in the first 
sweep off iritigs. to;add insult to injury, the premier 
said a few days after the first people lost their jobs that 
i tnosl of those wh get chppiscd hadn't done their
job anyway.
s ’Taken to task in the legislature tor that to 
topipicr said that hadtVi bton w he meant tb soyl No 
he wasn’t really rnisquotedi but he also wouldn’t 
apologize for the remark.
The irremicr’s main justification tor the mass firings 
Ts;,:thnt;;:,'public??toiryants?fiaveMb«n?divin8:vin?'Ttoure,? 
isolation for top long. The logger put of work, he said 
publicly, could not relate to the job Security enjoyed by 
pid’lit'servants,
The premier’s probably right. He can’t. But there arc 
a lot of other things that an unemployed logger can’t 
r^late lo either, including a millionaire premier who
Thb image of the public servant has always been a 
tarnished one, and that perception has been carefully 
nurtured by many a politician.
Six years ago, the irrepressible Bill Vandcr Zalm .said 
that public servants are lazy. If taxpayers got three days 
;;pfTtbne!d.i;wprkt'but'o.f4bem|-bc:j»ald,'^ihc^^
Why choose the lowest common dehomlnaibr to
towards giving the unemployed logger, the same job 
security public servants have? Thati in my opinion, 
;would,bc’a'desirabIcbalanc^.-
Instead, the premier fires pcoplc vyho have Job 
Securily; so they have something In Common with the 
unemployed logger. It makes no sense.
If we followed that logic to its ultimate conclusion, 
- we.'
people being fired v/cren’t doing their jobs anyway.
r d H kc tp say somet hi ng he rc on bchal f of the nmeh- 
maltgncd public servant, In my travels as a journalist,
I’ve been around public servants at all levels of V 
government for nearly 25 years. Without the slightest. } 
hesitation, I can say that public servants arc not lazy; M 
With few; exceptions, they work hard anti arc con- J 
scientious. ,
; To heap ptanhed abuse pit 
jtistified under arty ciicumstonccs; To allege laitiniiss
I heie is Hulc justice in destroying tlie livelihood ol 
people in the namc of restraint; Attritidn was working;
in'the-first year,-''-:"-"-
?:pf'course.,;the public;'service-Isto'Tiandy„ scape^ goat,
If it has been the goyernrnent’s aim to spread terror j 
and fear in the tank.s of the public service. It worked. I 
have never seen any segment of society in a more 
demoralized and fearful slate than B.G;*s public seri 
yants today.
But i beg you to think twice before cheering the 
government on. The people in the firing line aren’t some 
mythical creatures preying on the taxpayers* pocket- 
books. They ato eitizens of British Columbia. They;
;.loo,arc taxpayers, ‘ "
:'Thcy;tore,''ypitr'''ncighborl?:;’ytoir';fricndC.;''thcy'''are 
people with hojtes and fears i-Atwainly fears, lately.
HHivmii
I v'.v,• jri-- «:.•*•. ■'./■TN^.I
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properties within their borders and struck a uniform 
mill rate for all classes of property to raise budgeted 
revenues.
For instance, in 1982 all farms in B.C. were assessed 
at 10 per cent of their "actual” value, businesses at 24 
1/2 per cent ahd residences at 10 per cent; and the 
uniform mill ral* in Central Saanich for general 
municipal purposes was 31.077"mills.
This yearls Change in taxation rules makes com­
parisons witn previous years somewhat involved, but 
nevertheless some do remain possible. Using total 
expected revenue, percentages to be raised from each 
source and taxation rates by clases, the totals of original 
“actual” value can be approximated.
For instance, in Central Saanich, the total actual 
value of farms, which are said to comprise 75 per cent of 
the land area, is $6,571,760, businesses $39,381,963 and 
residences $357,357,772; and the grand total for all 
classes is $407,841,380. A uniform tax rate, irrespective 
of class would be $4.41 per $1,000 of “actual” value to 
produce the required 59.8 per cent of the municipal
budget.
For comparison, if the 1982 percentages still 
prevailed, then assessed values may be computed from 
deduced “actual” values, a uniform mill rate derived, 
and projected tax revenues calculated. A comparison 
between these hypothetical values and taxes as levied in 
Central Saanich is instructive.
Total revenues at 1983 vs 1982 rules
Class 1983 1982 1983/lS
$ $ %
Residential 1,440,152 1,358,960 106
Utilities 3.007 2,836 106
Industrial 39,085 39,389 99
Business/other 279,612 366,916 76
Seas/Rec. 9,020 4,831 187
Farm 24.053 24,991 96
Totals 1,794,931 1,797,923
reduction of 4 per cent and 24 per cent respectively, 
from their 1982 rates whereas residents have been 
burdened with an additional 6 per cent. Differentials, 
then, are 10 per cent and 30 per cent.
Subjective conclusions are left to readers to ponder, 
but clearly, some public input is indicated. Taxation 




* Based on a uniform mill rate of 38.028 mills on 
assessed values.
Objective conclusions from this comparison are that, 
in Central Saanich, farms and businesses have enjoyed a
Since the announcement of the decision to test the 
cruise missile several senior cabinet ministers have been 
making statements intended to confuse the issue and 
misrepresent the concerns of the peace movement in 
Canada.
We have never said that the missiles to be tested will 
be armed, and we have little fear for the safety of the 
people who live and work below the missile’s flight 
path. These are rhetorical devices designed to dellect 
public attention from the fact that the tests represent a
major upswing in the arms race.
It is exactly the same kind of political trickery as that 
which claims the Canadian peace movement wishes 
unilateral disarmament even though we have clearly and 
consistently advocated multilateral disarmament.
The cruise is designed to be undetectable and far- 
ranging; it is undeniably a first-strike weapon. Fur­
thermore it is a threat to peace negotiations which often 
hinge on the verification of weapons. The cruise — 
which can be hidden in a milk truck — is nearly im­
possible to verify.
When you listen to the “we-know-better-than-you” 
pronouncements of the cabinet remember that these are 
the people who approved urea formaldehyde against 
expert advice.
Most of our MPs do not spend their time studying the 
arms race in the thorough way the peace movement 
does. They — not we — are in need of a basic education 
on the subject. Don’thet their speaking skills twist a 








Black Sheep by Christopher Sykes
I What a splendid idea for an entertaining book.
I Choose a few illustrious families, proud of their names
' i and their achievements, and find the one member of
V I each family whom the descendants prefer to forget —
^ • i the black sheep. As Christophei: Sykes rightly says, the
> I black sheep is often the most interesting, precisely
I because he is different, and “the greater the escutcheon,
^ I the more violent the stain upon it.”
A single vehicle accident 
July 22 in the 8100 block on 
Thomson Place sent three 
juvenile girls to hospital.
Central Saanich police 
said the 16-year-old driver 
of 1949 Pontiac lost control 
on a curve inthe road and 
plunged into a B.C. Hydro 
around 10:42 a. m. ;
One of the passengers, 
aged 15, suffered 
respiratory injuries and was 
transferred from Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital to 
Royal Jubilee Hospital in 
Victoria. She is listed in 
/satisfactory condition. V 
The other passenger; also
s i Some of these sheep are very black indeed. They
I include pickpockets, swindlers, murderers, rapists, sex 
mariiacs,-gamblers; and fools whose conduct borders on
the lunatic. Some have been describedbefore, others are 15, suffering from ab- 
rescued from oblivion for the first time.
stories are the
if murder of Sir Thomas Overbury by the Countess of lacerations, are being 
ff ^ Somerset (one of the black ewes), and the libidinous treated in Saanich 
j career of Jane Digby (Lady Ellenborough), who appears Peninsula Hospital, 
is i to be the only one of this company who ends up happily The car was a total write 
is i ever after, as the wife of a sheikh in Damascus. ' . police said.
Taxi will*y ; She is also the only one who didn’t give a damn for! the opinion of the world, while most of the others were , , , '
I pathetic, either in abject apology or petulent bombast. 
le I I . r O&lJs
I The dancing'Marquess of Angelsey is probably the - . *
’ most hysterical figure in the whole of aristocratic Three bids have been 
' history. There is a photograph of him here: a solemn submitted to the Capital
! Victorian face, heavy mustache, rigid pose, and outsize Regional Transit Coni-
i crown on his head and' a body draped in exotic mission for a “paratransit”











'.costumes./ ... > .'x, " '.X'-'O ' ■ U''r . , replace the North Saanich
When his personal belongings were auctioned after . which discontimiei;
his death, the sale lasted 40 days and included 17,000 opLation Aug. 26/ 
lots, aniong which were so mariy clothes arid jewds, that V
T r a n s p o r t a ti o n C q>, 
Conmac Stages Ltd:, and
/were among his prize possessions. Beacon Taxi, Sidney. No
- r, X » amounts were disclosed and
There was Robert Spencer (of Prmeess of Wales will be evaluated and a
family) who ntarchecT^imp a;chtroh m 
Edmunds. brandisM his .swor^, and tned to drag the
poor parson from his pulpit. commission said Monday.
Or again, the sadistic seventh Earl of Pembroke, who The taxi service will 
was credited with 27 murders. The Earl of Castlehaven replace the current four 
was obsessed with sex, while George Walpole frittered riips a day by bus. / V) 








Sykes begins by telling us that nowadays it is quite 







A man seen felling a tree in a remote corner of 
Canada, and wearing evening dress, turned out lb be an 
Englishman who had been banished from home for 
some disgrace, with only a Suitcase of clothes/tq his 
name. He had, over the years, worn out all the rest.
i Black Sheep is available through the Sid^^
- Saanich' --------- .............. ------------------------ '
library. welcome.
M •«»'<iM■ mm mum' wmi ’mum'mmu ^aMoi wm*. mmm mm mam .Mini*,«
AUTO RV AflARiNE
Nothing to do? Drop in 
1:3Q p.m. Thursday, Aug. 4 
at the senior citizen’s centre 
at 10030 Resthaven Drive 
for^ /the'/.; B',C././Old Age; 
Pensibners’ Organization! 
get-together. Films/ games,
S’; til or Central Saanich branch of the regional ^jj^ds, tea and more. All
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North Saanich Environmental Advisory Commission 
has forwarded to the municipal council comments 
regarding the community plan review which come down 
strongly in favor of trees and bicycle paths, but against 
additional marinas.
‘ The commission is concerned that loss of tree cover 
during development of lots of various sizes is considerably 
greater than estimated, and it suggests that council should 
ask the municipal affairs ministry for legislation allowing 
control of tree-cutting on private land.
(The government took the opposite course a few years 
ago, removing the authority for municipal bylaws 
regulating tree cutting after some municipalities had begun
to adopt and enforce them.)
The commission offered to provide council with in­
formation justifying the preservation of trees, and 
recommended that in exceptional cases council might 
consider rebating taxes to compensate land owners for 
retaining forest cover that had particular environmental 
significance.
Even the clearing of farm land received commission 
approval only on condition that agricultural activity be 
started within three years.
Other recommendations included a public beach with 
picnic tables at Patricia Bay, between Mills Road and the 
seaplane ramp; clearly-designated bicycle paths beside new
or rebuilt roads; a public pier and walkway, but no 
launching ramp, for Bazan Bay Park; designation of 
heritage sites, including archeological sites.
The commission recommended there should be no 
further marina development unless the developer can 
provide proof of a local need for moorage and facilities, 
and that any increase should be confined to existing 
marinas.
It also commented that the Cloake Hill development, 
recently approved by council, does not appear to conform 
to the intent of the plan’s upland area policy.
A separate submission from the EAC dealt in some
detail with the proposal of airport officials to cut trees in a
25-acre forest tract south of Willingdon Road.
It recommended either that there be no logging, or that it 
be done on a basis of managing the stand for en­
vironmental values, not to make money from timber 
production.
The report listed 10 species of trees found in the tract 
plus seven species of shrubs, two of ferns and 18 of herbs 
— including three kinds of orchids.
While noting that none of the species are rare, it said 
that the stand as a whole has a pleasant parklike at­
mosphere and is ideally suited for year-round nature study.
'5s
Central Saanich Lions are gearing up for their 
annual Central Saanich Days celebration July 30, 31 
and Aug. 1 in Centennial Park, where three fun-filled
There’s lots of food sausage and pancake 
breakfasts served daily until 11 a.m., hambugers, hot 
dogs, beef in a bun, corn, pop, ice cream and coffee, 
while a cider bar and a large Bavarian-style beer 
garden will offer cool drinks.
Lions have planned entertainment to please the 
family -^wrestling bouts featuring professional 
wrestlers Gene Kiniski, Dan Kroffat, Eric Frolich 
and Igor Volgood; a full contact karate bout between 
Larry' Miidder and Frank. Puckett and a 24-teani 
■softball tournament.
■ Also on the agenda — a mixed doubles darts 
tournament, bingo, various games of chance, 
children’s rides and races.
Central Saanich Lions Club is the largest and most 
active on Vancouver Island and offers both financial 
and physical aid to crippled and retarded children 
and other worthy causes which recently included the 
camp at Lake Shawnigan; the new senior citizen’s 
headquarters in Brentwood; improvements to 
Centennial Park and the Rom Knott ball park; the 
Queen Alexandra Solarium; the annual Easter egg 
hunt; award of two $500 scholarships for deserving 
students and a 50-inch color television set and a
The club’s headquarters — the Lions Den — qn% 
East Saanich Rd; has been made available, free of 
charge; to various organizations including senior 
citizens, thie 500 Club, scouts; guides, a choir and 
Peninsula Players.
IP'S-'
upgrading the water 
.'supply to Curteis Point will
'Chairman Aid. George 
fCumming told North 
:Saanich council’s utilities 
‘committee Monday night.
:• Gumming told the 
‘committee a study of the 
•problem, done by regional 
'district personnel would not 
'be ready until Wednesday, 
f but later indicated it would 
■ :show a cost of $25,000 for a 
Ipump, and thousands more 
•for pipe extensions, 
j'l Cumrnirig took issue with 
; jiTetter cbncefning the cost 
jfqr supplying; water to part 
;bf the Ardmore area, 
Iwritien by Fred Zan- 
ftoybort, president of the 
J^tNprihwestp Mount Newton 
/rtiKtoperty;''.;.;'. v;'Owner s’: 
■■•;rASs6ciati6n.'"''
Zantovoort. had 
challenged an estimate of 
S220' a -year,, for ‘providing 
water to 57 properties on 
South Ardmore Drive, 
contrasting that with a 
previous cost figure ap­
proaching $600 a year for 
water for all Ardmore 
residents.
Gumming noted that the 
higher figure involved a 
complete grid covering all 
Ardmore, plus a connecting 
line to Willingdon Road, 
while the lesser price was 
f o r ^ an: exten si oh of an 
P,P';existirigJine.
11 was agreed Cumming 
should prepare a reply to 
the letter and bring it to the 
pommittee.:;;;;;'';i:;;;
Aid; George Westwood 
noted Zantvoort had waited 
through niost of a long
meeting of the public works 
committee that- preceded 
.the utilities committee 
meeting, and it was agreed 
he should be notified of the 
meeting at which the reply 
to his letter would be 
discussed.
Gumming also told the 
meeting he had some 
doubts about the 
organizaton Zantyobrf 
heads, and suggested if 
; Deep Gove, Dean Park and 
Northwest Mount Newton 
p r o p e r t y o w h e r s ^
associations wished to be 
; recognized by council they 
should submit annual 
reports indicating how 
; many members they had; ^
Other council members 
did not support the 
' ■■suggestion.'
Saanich Peninsula 4H 
Beef Club plans its annual 
Achievement Day starting 
10 a.m. Saturday at 
Saanichton Fairgrounds. 
Some II steers — all grain 
fed and cared for since
weaning — to be sold at the 
PNE auction will be on 
display. Anyone interested 
in obtaining a steer for their 
freezer may place a reserve 
bid on an animal.
It:;;.
1^' ‘
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BROCCOLI y ^
CORN on the . m Oo 
COB 4i/j.
ilo™ .ulO%OFF BASfBERRIES $462
rilOItNforj«n. . . . . llr.’^ 1 • 19 lA:;; H
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; 01103 Int/Ext. Satin Latex
A superh qualiTv painr. Ren. $22.98
13113 Int./Ext. Alkyd SemFGloss
Our Best Semi'Closi pslnr. Re^, $2:8,95 ^
11103 Int./Ext. Marine Enamel
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a special day f or their customers July 23 
and more than fOOO turned out for free watermelon, ice cream and soft 
drinks. A nd more
to perfection by merchants who waited on moms, dads and youngsters dh 
their third annual Customer Appreciation EJay, Businessmen were showing 




iBjrJUNEGREEN. Superintendent; of public works Gaiy Rogers^ t
Peninsula council there was a scarfing of the bank fequiredvas well; : 
Farmers’ Institute^ told Central Saanich council Monday and it would be impossible to scrape it down without
night farmers \vould like the current loose arrangement removing the trees.
with Central Saanich municipality changed, so that the Confusion arose over whether seven trees or four trees 
.................... ” ’ aid be properly maintained. were to be taken out and finally Lewis moved the trees to
Summer stock 
Broken size ranges 
Men’s & Ladies Shoes
wmM
i “The farms bordering the McHugh ditch have a payroll part of the municipal hall basement into a gymnasium and 
of over 200 people, which is of ^onomic importance to the activity room. \
■ area” Vantreight said. I
i After a lengthy discussion between farmers, council 
members and developers. Aid. Ruth Arnaud moved that 
staff be requested to reporLiqh the Schultz report on the ?
' Martindale Valley, drainage problems, (submitted in 1981 
j by agricultural engineering technologist, Erich Schultz) 
and to make some predictions/about the future of the 
/i McHugh Valley, including negotiations with the 
i developers/ and the Institute, giving possible figures, in-
/2475 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Phone S56-7331
In / other /committee /business, Aid Dick Sharpe 
/I / presented the public works committee with a plan/drawn /^
I up by police chief Bob Miles and the superintendent of 
I public works, to remove seven trees at the intersection of 
/‘/ Buena Vista and KealingCrossRd./
i Sharpe moved that the report for the removal of the ^
//■' .■ '/treesbeaccepted./': '/'"■'//''..////////
Aid. George McFarlane asked Sharpe if the same / 
/ recommendations regarding the allowable: distance from 
^ the roadway would apply to all roadside trees inThe 
/:;■;/ /municipality.,/■/■,■///,/:;,:"/:■/'■ ■'■/;'/ ■
particular problem.
McFarlane was annoyed because he had made a motion 
the previous week that residents in the area be informed 
council planned to remove some trees, and this had not 
^ been done.
.V I'he clerk said he had to have a plan to send out, and the 
/1 plan had to have council approval.
Aid. Eric Lewis suggested something could be done to 
improve safety at the corner, other than cutting down 
trees, such as putting tip signs to say “beware of hazardous 
trees.” _____ _____________ _
SAUf
*1 00;
a 32 page memento wl0M^ 
photographs throughout.
/. Jhis souvenir album will contain / 
npt pniy iip-todate photos pf the Royal 
farhiiy during their visit hetweeh^ f^^ 
^ndZ/u/)///q( fh/s
.it special section on the history of royal 
tours, both in Canada and abroad. There 
will
the last two years In the lives of the 
most notable couple in the world.
Continue your collection of Royal 
Family books with The H 983 
CAiMtihm Royal Tour, a colorful 
^fy}recprdlofi:wliat:^^^^^^
In Qinadlan history.
You can reserve your copy of this 






♦ Large 11 '/z/’x 8'A 'V book format,
♦ Printed on sterling gloss paper,
♦ Laminated cover.
♦ Full colorlthrdughout.
SEE . . .THE OltlClNItt AND AUTHEWItC DAHCINB WHtTE 
SlwilOHS .,. MADE fAMOUS et ,THE WSNET MOVIE .
iiimii OF WF wHimmour 
ON THEm ^•WORLD TOUR'
0 FANTASTIC ARRAY 
• rm AIRS ABOVE WE QROUmi
Orilert.'JiIio'*ccepied/by :i«lephone.,_ 
nn' VK^: O'r MflikfrfC'flrrtcountonlyt’ 
Cnli:tA:IA)/1»4l''lb6h/Mpri,rrrl//b:am/m//5/pm/;:
>'"i» •/• * »■/• *"'41/
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4 CU. FT. BALE 
lEPEAT OF A SELLOUT ea.





CEDAR ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ON
1x6x6 FT.
ROUGH 1 SIDE FIR ........ ONLY
1x8x6’
ROUGH 1 SIDE FIR . .ONLY
4x4x6 FT.
CEDAR . .... ............ . ONLY
4x4x6 FT.
SUNWOOD TREATED. . . . ONLY
4x4x8’
SUNWOOD TREATED . .ONLY
CHieiCEi
FEEUI!




























GRANULAR DIAZANON 500g.......................... Re|>;:$5:59^3.SS'-
OIAZANON LIQUID 500mL . . . . ....................... Reg. S6.99 *4.99
DIAZANON LIQUID 1 litre..................................R eg. $11.99 *8.99
SAFERS INSECTICIDAL SOAP 250 ml.............. Reg. $4.49 *3.39 '
SAFERS INSECTICIDAL SOAP 1 litre........... .R eg. $10.99*7.99
SAFERS DE”I40SS,1 .litre ........................ .........B
CALClOE LIQUID VEGETATION KILLER 1 litre.
eg. $12.99*8.99^. 
Reg. S9.79 *S.99
METHOXYCHLOR 25% E.C. 500 ml............... Reg. $8.99 *6.69
1% ROTENONEDUSTAQOg ........................ .Reg. 4.29*3.29
DORMANT SPRAY KIT...........  ....................... .Reg. 9.49 *6.99





HartZ:2iin 1: Plus Reflecting Collar; s 





Buckeifields Brand Name Grass 
Seed, front yard, back yard. 
Uplands Special and many other. 


























ONLY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12”x16”x2”









28” HIGH SOFT. ROLL
Small holes at botlom, larger holes at lop. Heavy Guage Wire.





llp^if-yoursell, ■ ready jo assemble. Shelves, ;hooks,^^^^ 
windows or insulation all easily installed, Features 3 
7'f)" h(?arirr>om rinnr, tinor siriinp and cedar 






':40:;3gallonj water; heater; 3w/ 
;ipowerfur; upper - andj lower ; 
" 3000; vyatt elements,: Tank is ; 
j glass lined with'white; baked j 






. Quality KIngsforrt brand brlguels , 




■ Solid , Oak Parquet ; Floorp 







IF RUST IS A PROBLEM 







ATTENTION Contractors & Home Builders





2x10 C + S FIR ................
Bring in your material list and let us quote you a price on your re­
quirements.
2x4 FIR STUDS. . 
2x4 C + S FIR . 
2x6 C + S FIR .. 




2x3x6’ COMMON........ .. .......... .. . .
2x4x6’ COMMON............
2x4x8’UTILITY. ....... .. .. .
2x3x8’NO. 1 & 2 KD PINE .....
2x4x12’NO. 1&2KD SPRUCE . . 
2x4x16’ NO. 1&2KDSPRUCE .. 
2x4x14’ NO. 1 & 2 HEM ... . i .. 
2x6x10’ UTILITY SPRUCE .... .
2x10x8’ NO. 1 & 2 FIR . .....
2x10x10’ N0.1&2FIR . . . . .. . 
2x2 S4S CEDAR ............
i” BOARDS
1x2 COMMON......;.......
1X3 C0MM0N . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1x4 COMMON.....:.... ...i
1x6 COMMON . .. . . ..
1x8 ECONOMY RESAWN BOARDS 
1x6 M/R RESAWN BOARDS 
1x10 UT: & BTR RESAWN ...; .
.......ONLY ea.S9‘
.. . . . .ONLYea. 89' 
.. ONLY ea. $1.39 
.. . ONLY ea. $1.29 
.... ONLYea. $2.59
....ONLYea. $3.49




.. . .ONLY per ft. 25'
...-.Ft, 10' 
.Ft. 11'










3/4x8SUBURBAN .... .................................................ONLY ft.
CHANNEL SIDING

















; llrsnt) MfinH!,Vfirrnonl Amorian Saw filsdiis 01 filial liaviUBt.' : ; '
1.14 L 
Quart, p ff ' • '
Quality and Value Combined 
in Budget Priced Barbecues!
252 SQUARE INCH
Propane Gas Barbecue
don’i waicaiioihnr yoAfljCaliiriiirjoyliyivins'jiiMsuitiR'oiy'v'l-; 
rtoof fonyinp njii yaiifyowfl ,g.i!i fi«fhw:i/v'JfO(Wrnif.t( tnoOi'j 
givt'S ybii'rbr'yij, incifi'fittfi c,cwi<,in() aad an Bayy.lo'USf' 
twfiiBr wj|ft,v,triatiln iiMijoniioi; faiiy-'cicysri nnysvcfiiwf;,' 
iMsted r.nsH'iij fliicf nv«f jitmtiaiwfH lavs fwti:; Hiacf f caw'ini 
(.OiiiuMinSih !larik.(i(4 liiciDflgfli I-,
fian.ysALty'"v/<''.8TOOTH(!5only) ;■v 'vto.ss; m,»5
■'"■'IV,'''’ 16TOOTH (SOonly) y"; ,iy-'. „:,n.r 95
7V,-' so TOOTH («only) , IHI.9SIJJ.0S :
i6V('> 70 TOOTH (3 onlyl $19,95 tIS.SS
TV,".40T0UTH(6finlyl , $ilS79$SJ.M,
, 8" >70 TOOTH 17 only) , , 1 575 69 $16.60
\ 8" • 40 TOOTH,.'(7 «niy)';s;'";::;;".';' $55,10 $j®,m;.;
8" • 60 TOOTH 17 «n)y) $95.99$5»,Oo'
■,v;0’''>38IO0tH(3<inlyl;y,(,;,,,:.,,„y.,:,,:,yy,$44.69$JI,S0;; 
; «”-1ll'fO0TH(7iinly| $SB,99Ml.SO
9">60T0BtH(1 only) , ' $91,99 $01,SO:,
;;y,1o;'>,7BT00tH(3tinlvi , , 639l99IM,My
;"10‘''*4I)TOOTH-(Tonly)-; $15499 j.(o,5(1"
: 10 ' - 60 TOOTH (1 Ditly) $06,90 $01,00 ‘
420 SQUARE INCH
Propane Gas BBQ
;:ya'tiii’i 470 sn:;mcna5,5( wbyn9,'atiiii ;(inuyfl|r,s will'll!
■f iyii;Motfi';f,if,H)y ,,f:.«f.v,ytie,in ymaai’piatnyi aooyi'no ano 
L;7;4,wiofv:aii6''ian;(m<i,'al iitf i(iijc?i'ii),a Im'itif, twin Biiinm.; 
r;'':-("any<101 iiwiionii):; ;;i;-.yK;,,;y:.
- , router: BITS
y Brand ndme V-A Bits, Steel and Carbide Tipped ' All on sale at'
20% OFF REGULAR PRICES
QLYMPIC STAIN










8’WIDE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'Fi{ANcmsEb:;bEALER::+MGG:i^^
miN m
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Pile-ups like this one have parents biting 
fingers but has become accepted part of 
BMX racing. Youngsters are encouraged 
to get up and finish the race if they can.
• Murray Sharratl Photo.
Some 24 Piranhas at- Bentham, 50 M back (1st) 
tended the July 17 in- N.R.; 50 M fly (1st); 50 M 
vitational swim meet at free (2nd); 50 M breast 
Kamloops while 32 club (4th). Division 2 boys — 
members visitied the Peter de Greef, 50 M back 
Nanaimo novices meet. (4th); 100 M I.M. (5th). 





overall at Kamloops against 
18 mainland clubs. 
Kamloops took first place, 
North Shore Winter Club 
second. Mission third and 
Abbotsford fourth.
Craig Bentham won the 
aggregate trophy for 
earning the most points for 
division 1 boys. Brenda 
McGuire earned first 
runner-up medal for 
division 6 girls.
Winners of Prime 
Piranhas T-shirts for 
improving times at the 
Crystal meet are Jenny 
McVicar, Bridget Temoin, 
Brenda McGuire, Daphne 
Van der Boon, : John 
Bentham, Troy J unge, 
Shane Oldfield and Warren 
Pears.
At Kamloops winners 
were ; Kevin Golin and 
Bri dget Temoi ni Division 2 
girls -— Melissa Sibley 100 
m free (2nd), 100 I.M. (6th) 
Division 3'girls—- Nadine 
Sibley, 50 back (3rd); 50 m 
fly (5th); 50 M free (5th).
John Fram Jr. of Glen best among non-U.S. Kathy Scott — 50 M back 
Meadows placed ninth entries. Fram will attend (6th). Free relay — 3rd, 
overall in the world junior Weber State University in Kathy Scott, Wendy 
golf championship at Utah this fall on a four-year Stannard, Nadine Sibley, 
Torrey Pines golf course in golf scholarship. Anne-Marie Fortier.
SanDiego July 22, finishing : Before he heads south. Medley relay — 3rd — 
the 72-hole tournament F^am will compete in the Kathy Scott, Wendy 
! with a 294 total, six over Canadian Junior cham- Stannard, Nadine Sibley, 
par. pionship at Vancouver Golf Erin Patterson. Division 4
Up, up and away. Young biker does a little hotdog- The Stelly’s graduate had Club, Aug. 23-28. He was gjrls — Lorraines 
ging during warm up before BMX racing July 24 at the second best score for ibe low juvenile, 16 and Langstaff, 100 M free (3rd);
■ Centennial Park. " Murray Sharratt Photo. Canadian entries and third under, in last years 50 fly (5 th) 50 M free (4th);
tournament. 2001.M. (3rd).
___________________________________________________________________________________Another Glen Meadows Division 5 girls — Brenda
golfer—touring pro Bob ? M
breast (6t); 100 M I.M. 
(6th).
Division 6 boys — 200 M 
medley relay, 2nd — Terry 
Dean, Shane Oldfield, 
Mark Bowler, Warren 
Pears. 200 M free relay, 3rd 
— Terry Dean, Shane 
Oldfield, Mark Bowler, 
Warren Pears.
WALTER H. LAING 
CASE Co-ordinator
Do you know about CASE?
This government sponsored assistance program is available to 
any small business:.
The counsellors are retired, successlul businessmen.
Reports are confidential. CASE can help you in start-up pro­
cedures for a new business, purchasing and existing business all 
phases of operation. T
Bookkeeping Cashflow inventory Control
RHarketing Profit Ratio Financing
For further inlormation contact:
990 Fort St., Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K2 388-0161
FEDERAL BUSINESS BANQUE FEDtRALE 
DEVELOPMENT BANK DE D6VEL0PPEMENT
Yoursuccess is our only business.
Canada
Saturday, July 30, 1983 
Sunday, July 31, 1983 
Monday, B.C. Day
Regular Saturday Service 
Regular Sunday Service 
Regular Holiday Service
100 M breast 
Beauchemin, fired a three- (2nd); 50 M free (2nd); 200 
under par 67 July 22 to I.M, (2nd); 50 fly (ist)N.R. 
capture the .18-hole 200; medley relay 2hd. 
Cblwdod "Pro-Am golf Debbie McGuire, Brenda 
tournament. McGuire, Lorraine
BeauchernirLfinished one Eangstaff, Daphne Van der 
stroke -ahead of Kelly B6ott-200 M free relay 2nd 
Muray bf Vancouver and __ pebbie McGuireVBrend- 
threcahead of Bob Hogarth McGu ire, Lorraine
of Royal Colwood, Steve Langstaff, Daphne Van der
Chapman of Prince Gebrge Boon.
and Tom Whittle of Division 1 boys—-Craig 
'"BurnabyMountain,
lilurrlng flnish at Sundown Ilarness Rdceimf< Jdly0fOate pmi^m^
donated to STAG (Sidney Teen Activity Group). Murmy Sliurrait IMioto.
inerC’S « iovoi bcmnucni 
bbut,,;;;Sidncy:;;,'''Days,;:,';andV,:;'^
many people don't want the 
annual celebration to die, 
-so Saanich Peninsula
:-lchambcr'''T:;o,f’;'''-fc'pmm«rce,;''::^
invited repfescniatives frorn ; 
-organizations and Sidney'^ — 
and Norlli Saanich 
. municipalitiics to attend a 
-niteeling July 26 lb explore , 
T-lic possibilities of creating :
■jf a"",:;committee.i;:;:': and 
'./■j:c»rianizationf'::',to,:;;: promaio'. 
and operate Festival 1984. 
'^"'The’'"'"'meetih'gwould 
''Ti'discttss':.;;':eiaics:,':'—'bvcnts'i',':;: 
-I locations, and; mtl'hods: of: ,,T 
, financi
''-.manager-'^:' pcicr'':'-fredgcit-,;:;.
wrote T^/council," :(appealingT:;, 
for input' into the cotn- 
, vent ore 'Ben*'''
-Ethie,P'agreed:dd':.'at tend. on: 
• ^behalf of cbundl,:':,i.
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Hotel Sidney captured the Sidney Men’s Invitational 
fastball tournament held over the weekend at Sanscha 
Park, defeating the Highland Bees of Juan de Fuca 6-3 in 
the finaUuly 24, They also picked up $600 in prize money.
Hotel, who went undefeated throughout the three-day 
tournament scored two runs in the bottomof the first 
inning when Al Cross hit a long single. Hotel, even without 
a hit managed to score three more runs in the second inning 
when the Bees committed four errors.
the top of the fifth when the Bees scored on a double, 
Gordon was then tagged for two homeruns in the sixth and 
was replaced by Wayne Jones.
Peninsula Merchants, who finished third, were shutout 
1-0 in the semifinals by the Highland Bees. Winning pit­
cher Al Wade tossed a three-hitter and knocked in the 
games only run in the bottom of the fourth inning with a 
single. Bob Fox with 12 strikeouts was the losing pitcher.
1 scoring runs in the fourth and sixth innings. Al Wade got 
the win while Julian Valcourt was tagged vidth the loss. 
Travelodge finished fourth in the tournament.
Wayne Jones pitched a four-hitter and hit a solo 
hoiherun to lead Hotel to their first victory of the tourna- 
merit, a 5-2 decision over the Sooke Merchants. Wayne 
Carlow also had a homer for Hotel in that game.
In Hotel’s second game, a 2-1 homerun in the bottom of 
the 10th inning by centre fielder Kim Hayward ended a 
scoreless tie and give his team a 2-0 win oyer the Highland 
Bees. Wayne Jones chucked a four-hitter and struck out 14 
; ..batters.;' .
In Hotels other game, the last game of the winners 
bracket, a five-run rally in the top of the sixth inning gave 
them a 6-4 come-from-behind victory over the previously 
unbeaten Peninsula Merchants. '
The Merchants were leading 4-1 before the sixth inrang.
; Catcher Pat Akerman drove in the winning run and an ; 
insurance fun with a triple.;Wayne Jones recorded his third 
straight victory while Bob Fox, who relieved Ed Wilkinson ; 
in the sbcth, took the loss.
In other games, Travelodge downed the Rebels from 
Juan de Fuca 5-2, came from behind to defeat Waverly Inn 
i 6-5 by scoring six runs in the final inning, were shutout 3-0 
by Peninsula Merchants and were edged by Highland Bees 
2-1.
Travelodge successfully cut off this diving slide into homeplate and then behind victory over Waverly Inn. Hotel Sidney ended up winning Sidney In-
began six-run two out seventh inning rally, giving them a 6 5 come-from- vitational fastball tournament held over the weekend at Sanscha Park.
'Murray.Sharratt Photo.':
Airforce Jets by a score of 5-1.
Flarvey’s Sporting Goods lost their first game of the 
tournament as Army, Navy and Airforce Jets came from 
behind to win the game when they hit a 2-1 homerun in the 
bottom of the sixth inning. Harvey’s went on to defeat 
r'ohimhia Readv Mix 7-2 and Waverlv Inn 3-0.
batted in the winning run in the 11th inning, downed Army 
- Navy and Airforce Jets 6-2 and then lost 6-3 to Waverly
Al Wade of the Highland Bees was awarded the most 
valuable player of the tournament, top batter was Allan 
Ellis of Waverly Inn, and top pitcher was Wayne Jones of 
Hotel, who had a win-loss record of 3-0 and 28 strikeouts.
First baseman Brian Gosling from Travelodge, second 
baseman Dan Petterson from the Merchants; left fielder 
Doug Walker from Prairie Inn^ Centre fielder Kim





: Rod; Pleasnnco of Sidney, 
B,C., and a gradunto of St. 
; Michaels University School, 
; VicUiria, is pne of five SMU 
sludent.s who in 1982-ti3 
;he|d :’|ludsdn Miunoi'lnl^
; Scholnrships, eiich worth $1,(K)n.
'I’he srholfirtihiiis are n living n'lemprinl to Lome 
P. Hudson, (he elder son of Mr. and Mrs. KrnesI 
l-ludson td Vicloi’iii; nh litiiKiurs grndiKtto 
Michncl.'i University School and URC,
':r.
' Rod I’lensnnce, one of the lop malhemnliciiins of
ligu in Canada; has “hoori awarded a major; 
Knglneering SchuliU’ship by the: University o 
Waterloo, (intariu.
; SI., . .........................
excelled c()mpoling : vydh 1,000 sichpoKy acros
(lanada in?lho lJnivorHity of Waterloo Junior
Only the top 4% of fiiudonl8 aiterripi the rigorous 
Waterloo contcsifij fifl% of SMU's eligible 
s( iidenls entered and -lOiii. ranked in I He lop 
/'^qtinrler of'all'contestant
InanAmerlcanconlefii.cornpeiingwithovfir 
2000 schools in Mfashingiim, Oregon, Idaho, 
Wyprriing, Montana, Colorado. AlasKa.;n,0, and
Alberta, SMI) placed fiecorid. ,
Richmond Road'"’
VICTORIA. n.c. V«p jP!i aiNnc .mh 8 %
St,;.iMichaUsTJviiversity.Scbciol*
'fH ' ' '''‘''MflA'Wir’li nnii!
8
8 drtruUlon oit legecy to ST. MiCHARhS : : >










The occasion was Teen Recognition Week and to help celebrate 
the annual Great Peninsula Softball game between youngsters 
from Sidney Teen Activity Group (STAG) and Peninsula Com­
munity Association members and community volunteers. 
Teenagers usually win but this time sorne hot shots from PC A tip­
ped the balance and cartie out ih front. Linirtg up before the game, 
left to right, back row^ Scott Eckert, Steve Carney, PCA executive 
director Gerry Edwards, Diane Robson, Loyd Burdon, Riley Hern 
(human resources); centre row, John Robertson, Ken Wilson, A nn
Zimmerman, Anne Johnston, Ian Johnston; front row, Joanne 
Wilson, Gordon Kirk,^ Anita Powell, Terry Dodds, A ngie Boutin. 
Playing but not in photo — Camille Martin, STAG co-ordinator, 
Joan Beattie, PCA board chairman, Jean Grant, tynn Gardner, 
Jack Thornbergy kevin Favell, Alfie Beecroft, Tim Finch, Blake 
Sprdgue,LindaFreemari,Awafdswentto:GerryEdwardsforbe- 
ing-^'best cheery; best slidey^ Alfie Beecroft; best urnpire,^ J^ 
Robertson; best scorekeepers, Michelle Turgeon and Jeanette 
Graham.
A coroner’s jury investigating the Dec. 21, 1982, death of 73-year-old 
Caroline Gildmeester of Brentwood Bay ruled July 19 death was ac­
cidental and made various recommendations.
Gildmeester was crossing the intersection of West Saanich and Kersey 
Roads when she was hit by a bus driven by Metro Transit employee Bruce 
Malinosky, 35, 2836 Millstream Rd.
Malinosky was also driver of a bus July 16 — just three days prior to the 
coroner’s jury announcement of its conclusions in the 1982 death — when 
Kim Wong, 203-1968 Bee St., died when she fell under its wheels on Fort 
St. at Foul Bay Road.
Police said the bus driven by Malinosky pulled out front the stop and 
Wong was alongside trying to get the driver’s attention when she slipped^
During the final day of testimony in the death of Gildmeester veteran 
bus driver Walter Logan testified the Brentwood woman travelled on his V ; 
bus .several times a week when he drove the route and seemed“erratic.”
He said he warned her on many occasions to “quit running across the 
street.’’
Witnesses testified the bus speed was about 43 km per hour at the time 
of impact: Speed limit in the accident area is 50 km an hour.
Jury recommendations included; that Metro Transit place greater 
emphasis on training drivers for nighttime and hazardous conditions; 
drivers have complete medical, eye and reaction examinations more
frequently; that Metro Transit, 
ministry irnprqye the illiiminat 
was killed;;that a sigri bd'p^
alerting south-bound vehicular and pedestrian traffic at the intersection 
and that the location of the bus stop be reviev/ed.
Fcrcrui! Ssavasjp: a traffic arcirie.nt rnnsiilfant:With the:coronevfSjQffite.
Sahdo wh ■fhefBbssfMartih;: 
prepares delicious dishes 
July 21 for racegoers with 
help of Eva Barker and 
Elizabeth Folk. It was 
special day at the races with 
raceway owner Jirh Keeling 
donating the gate proceeds 
to Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG)for the third 
year running. With 
likelihood grants will be cut 
fb’<\:S TA Gl Ih is year. 
Keeling % generosity is ap­
preciated. Money will go to 
fund the group's programs, 
A former Sidney alderman, 
Martin teaches cooking at 
Stelly'sy school and helps 
out at Sundown during 
: vacation hreaky 
'■■■ :5':';;./{-;Miirr«ySharrali Fhuio.;
told the inquest d^ns compaiiies^shouldfpay mr^ to training
drivers under hazardous conditions.
Drivers should be required to undergo physical examinations bn an’ 
ongoing basis and more pedestrian traffic education programs should be 
introduced.
John Smith, traffic safety supervisor for Metro Transit, told the inquest 
Malinosky was a good driver who received a four-year safe driving 
commendation in August.^^^^> y
There will be no trees cut in the forested strip south of Willingdon Rd. 
on the airport property, North Saanich Mayor Jay Rangel announced 
Monday.
He said he had met that morning with airport manager Gerry Baker,
keeping the road clear and in good condition during the winter if con­
ditions become dangerous.
Cutting of a 150-foot strip of trees south of the road was originally 
proposed as a means of keeping the road clear of frost by letting the sun 
shinc on it. Slippery conditions were blamed for some serious accidents in 
the past.
Ail port officials also proposed to cut selected trees in the rest of the 
property to improve the stand of timber. Both aspects of the plan were met 
, with strong local objections.
Rangel said a formal letter of agreement will be drawn up once the deal , 
has received council approval.
ss. . . disease.
' Most of us who usually cope effectively arc oc-
set off such an unusually high level of anxiety that we
what else to do. It can be a real verbally cutting, sarcastic, quietly superior, self- t
to find vourself bellowing at another driver righteous, and conlcmpiuotis, casionally
Or there are those who arc silently oppositional, cumstanct
rawers. ''rorgettihg’* to fulfil important commitments, which temporarily prevents us from using our usual
imeni of wrath passes and the anger constantly arriving late, feeling displeased by repertoire of strategies. Ordinarily we recognize
e ustiallv recoenize that we’rc acting everything.
t
ming doors or drawers,
01 fear cools, w u y g e
but of the ordinary, that we’,ve temporan The rfjsuUs arc identical
non-as.scitive. Under certain cir- 
nt cs we experience a; high degree of anxlctyf
and we cart; with some prodding or hclp^ or stif­
fening of the lip, reactivate pup problem solving 
proces.scs.
This Is similar to being a little bit lost and getting 
hack oh track. Again; the key to Identifying; 
binassertiyencss is the frequency by yyhich a pei^pn
the exercise of their
' with our personal Tepertoireqf cff(xtivt; strategies for
y,.S r' proldem solving. After a quiet talk, with bursclvcs^^^ delicately accbmplishcd. The key to idtmtlfying ^ ^
usually experience regret truly aggrcssiycixtrspn is tlie frequency by Which they
railw, !' a gaff. Most of us muscle or manipulate getting what they want at the
being and behaving like expense of others.
I Unnsscrtivencss can similarly be situational, or it avoids dealing directly with dilemmas.
pessive can constitute a lifestyle, a set of coping strategics There seems to be some fatal attraction between
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reasonable people.
But there '*arc some fblks;who hre not aggr ssi
’'aggressive':’'and;;:: u'hasbrtive;: pcbpIe^'u.'The-ifiiis’:;..sb'':;uK 
' s, the othepretreatsV,One 'dictates,:'
hrnhlcms and findina the path to persona! comply, suffer, tn silence, nope tor me nesyaiiajmmi inc oiner compiles. Usually they get rharrie^
, . , . : , in ttpsychologicid war zone, locked into patterns Utat
« Lnn thiw cduldn’t nosdbiy be Thc^ isibdicatc: their own rights, foeusing on
. 'b .... , ^ goals of
A monih ago we wrote atabut assertiveness as lif  style is aggressive used in nearly every aggressive and unai
5 for solving in most situations with most other: i>eoplc, They .p f ct, One pushes,
r ! the th r li . I
that ihev didn’t vvani to be or be considered b tb ■ -'•ibv'y'
" and riideand forcefuK In their minds, assertiveness „ .......... .
nni a wnv Of exorcssinw oneself, of exercising b fensive, they arc, at the saiWe f imc, tremendously : jbssive, excessively agrccnhle, powci less, and l.,enrning to be assertive, to alter familiar habits; to
Ln fiahts while: Tweeting those^o sensitise to any criticism of them by others. People inhibited. explore new options is risky. But, the aUernotives of
k‘eitt.i.til> .AggKs^ivc ait voltuilc lUid easily Iktuusc they SLlduut gti v.luti they ".vant, (u^r', stugnai conti\inmi.'nt and/oi constant p’^ychologica!
I hnve a look at hovv a Kchuincly aKgrcssivc person moved to outbursts of antagonism far out of having pursued their own goals), they arc disap- , broil are painful states. ,i
, have a look at how genuinely aggrt pt proportion to the stimulation. pointed; rcseniruldlssatisficdand resigned,'Low ripe to make changes. But
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■ sometimes expressed through phy.sical dislre.ss and possibility for the future. ; , :
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. . . back from Florida 
convention
Pat Bay Airport is one of 
six in B.C. which may 
benefit from a radar study 
program approved by the 
federal treasury board. The 
board recently approved the 
Radar Modernization 
Program (RAMP), a special 
capital recovery program 
which includes all necessary 
preliminary studies on 
installation or upgrading of 
radar installations.
A manager has been 
appointed for the program 
and Pat Bay is on the list of 
airports to be inspected. 
Transport Canada 
spokesman Stephen Rybak 
says site selection studies 
and analysis of technical 
requirements will be carried 
out. The program provides 
money for the background 
work and studies needed 
before a decision is made on 
whether to install a radar 
system at the airport.
Sidney RCMP are 
looking for a 26-foot 
sailboat stolen the night of 
July 21 from Tsehum 
Harbour.
The blue and white 
“Thunderbird” sailboat, 
owned by a Burnaby
resident, is valued at 
$15,000. The boat’s name 
“Capelan” is located on the 
back of the vessel.
In other police news a 
shipment of handguns from 
West Germany arrived at 
the CP Air Bonded
Warehouse at the Pat Bay 
Airport July 22 minus two 
guns. Police are in­
vestigating a possible theft 
and estimated the value of 
the two guns to be around 
$250. A police spokesman 
declined to reveal the size of
and where itthe shipment 
was headed.
A Victoria resident has a 
set. of sails stolen from his 
boat’while it was docked at 
a local marina between July 
9 and 17. The sails are 
valued at $550.
Another theft resulted in 
a $325 loss to a resident on 
Orchard Avenue when 
thieves apparently slipped 
through an unlocked door 
sometime between 4 p.m. 
and 6:30 p.m. July 21 and 
snatched the money.
direction.” It also elected 
future international officers
— president, two vice- 
presidents, a secretary and 
12 trustees.
On Aug. 26, 27 and 28 
some 40^ lieutenant 
1 governors— the governing 
! body of the Pacific North^^^^^ 
West — and members will 
be attending a: district board; 
meeting at Parkland^ 
says they’ll be making 
decisions on various forms 
' of action for the coming 
ycsr.’ ' ,
The Key Club — there 
are 10 members at Parkland
— provides service to the 
community in various ways, 
raising money for 
organizations. Recently 
Parkland members
Parkland student Paul 
Varga, 16, is back from a 
four-day International Key 
Club Convention held in 
Hollywood, Florida, and 
attended by 3,000 
representatives from 
Canada, Mexico^ the U.S. 
and, six Caribbean coun­
tries.
Varga, 10924 Boas, 
(Sidney, is lieutenant- (
; gdyernor for division: 17, 
which includes six Key 
(Clubsr im southern Van- T 
Icouver Island and the 
Olympic Peninsula.
The convention adopted 
resolutions and changes in 
international bylaws. Its 





Commission is already 
gearing up for Hallowe’en 
and is planning a costume 
skate, special games, prizes 
and music,- and a children’s 
costume party at Sanscha 
Hall.; The party focuses on 
three to 12 year olds and is 
an alternative to“trick or 
treating”.
The commission asked 
Sidney council for some 
financial help towards the 
purchase of prizes and 
council obliged Monday 




donated a stuffed animal 
toy to the Sidney-North 
Saanich library on 
Resthaven.
Varga’s trip to Florida 
was paid for by Sidney 
Kiwanis and cost $1,000. 
Some 102,000 youngsters in 
grades nine to 12 are 
members of Key Clubs.
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You’ve Tried the “good” times in 
Now try the “OREAI”
times on the Peninsula!
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At The Brentwood Inn 7172 Brentwood Drive
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792 Sea Dr., Brentwood Bay 
“Jesus Christ is Lord’.’,
SUNDAY JULY 31st 
(Trinity 9)
10:30am .: Holy Communion







Every Friday 7:30 p.m.: 











Dennis J. Paap, Pastor
(j; Eye rypne Wei come! (; ■
St. Savior’s
Corner of





Mills Rd. & W. Saanich Rd.
v(,;'.(((/(TRINITY 9, (:('■;(::(:
8:00am ,,..( Holy Eucharist : 
10:00am ., .MorningPrayer




UNITED :CllilRCH: The Church By The Lake
9686 - 3rd St.
TRINITY
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SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
REV( R. H0RI PRATT 
Oft. 656-3213 Res.65e-1930
10990 West Saanich Rd.
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One service only for St . John' s 
and Si, Paul’s at 11 p:.m. from 
July 3 to Sept. 4 inclusive at 
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Left, Ellen Lister has fun with youngster in 
skit while above three girls involved in KICS 
program — Kids in Central Saanich — watch 
as fine arts program gets underway in Centen­
nial Park. The combined heritage, activity 
and arts program for children aged four to 
seven years started July 4 and runs to Sept. 2. 
New members are welcome but must first 
register. Summer activities include variety of 
field trips to Sealand, farms, bakery, obser­
vatory and Other fun and educational places. 
Parents and family membes are urged to 
volunteer their time to help out with program 
as project only has staff of three. Supervisor 
is Jens Wickens, leaders are Lister and 
Maureen Hinde. i-;-:'.
***
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Finally, FINALLY, some sunshine, and some honest-to- 
Pete warmth which is so badly needed by all the heat lovers 
in the garden. The snap beans have been flowering, and so 
have the Scarlet Runners, which have produced so far only 
the odd tiny bean. The sugar-snap peas are grudgingly 
producing a few peas and some winter squash has actually 
set fruit, but those beauties, the Delicatas, still haven’t 
even flowered, so whether we will be eating any this winter 
will depend on a long hot spell, lasting from now until 
Christmas, one hopes!
I have cut off the tips of the Hubbard squash vines 
(whose runners must average 10 feet in length). Each plant 
can’t be expected to ripen more than one or two or maybe 
three squashes, so why let them go on growing until the 
whole yard is up to its ears in squash leaves?
Have also cut off the growing tips of the staking
tomatoes, not the bush ones. This will encourage the plants 
to start filling out and ripening tomatoes, instead of going 
on and on, making more leaves, more stems, and setting 
fruit which will never get a chance to ripen.
This morning while out surveying the garden I got the 
shock of my life. I put my hand agains the trellis where the 
Scarlet Runners climb and right next to my index finger 
was the largest beetle I’ve ever seen . . . real beauty, fully 
an inch long, with seven white stripes down his back and 
three across what might be called his forehead.
I dashed in for a jar, and with some difficulty en­
couraged him to fall into the jar so that he might be 
displayed to the rest of the family. He actually hissed at 
me. Gardening is getting dangerous! He made quite an 
addition to the breakfast table — most of the adults merely 
gasping, but the younger members gagging most 
satisfactorily.
He is called a “Ten-lined June Beetle”, and according to 
my book eats just about everything. I keep calling him 
“he” because I most sincerely hope it is a “he” and not an 
egg-laying female who has already done her thing in the 
vegetable patch!
This week’s disaster (“himself” claims I have at least 
one a week) concerns garden peas. Some of you will know 
whaf I am talking about. Your peas have strangely twisted 
leaves and tops, strange streaks on the leaves, may have 
swellings on the undersides of the leaves, and look just 
generally sick. They are probably suffering from what the 
experts call “pea enation mosiac virus.”
What I call it is quite different, and it isn’t nice. This is a 
virus disease carried by aphids, and at the moment there is 
no cure, your only hope being to control the aphids before 
they get on and infect the peas.
The other solution is to plant resistant varieties, such as
Oregon Sugarpbd, Corvallis, or one called O.S.U. 604 
(sounds like it’s from outer space. Probably means Oregon 
State University?)
Burn these plants, or put them in the garbage, NOT on 
the compost pile. If you are growing plants such as Marion 
berries, Young berries, or logans etc., when your vines 
have finished fruiting, cut off the vines that bore fruit this 
year and loosely tie up the new vines that are growing along 
the ground.
These are next year’s fruit bearing stalks, so treat them 
gently. Its probably a very good idea to fertilize these vines 
now, and to keep them well watered to promote lots of 
strong growth for next year.
If you are going to start some new strawberry plants for 
next year, and you already have a stravyberry patch, you 
should have lots of small ones attached to each mother 
plant. I have found it easiest to put a four-inch pot of earth 
under these baby plants, and to fasten each down with a 
piece of wire bent over looking like a bobby pin. In a 
month or so each one should have a strong root system, 
and you may then cut the cord that has bound it to its 
mother.
It is so easy to move them at this time to where you want 
them. Upend each pot into your hand, gently put the baby 
into its hole, water it in, and you’ll have a much neater 
strawberry plot than if you had left the youngsters to grow
Special service
An ecumenical service 
sponsored by the local 
Council of Churches will be 
held 7 p.m. Aug. 7 at 
Metroplitan United 
Church, 1411 Quadra.
Speakers include delegates 
attending the World 
Council Assembley in 
Vancouver. Facilitator is 
Victoria Bishop Remi De 
Roo. All welcome.
Watch for aphids on things like squash plants. You’ll 
find them multiplying like only aphids can on the un­
derside of leaves. Found a whole exploding population of 
the black ones on the backs of the globe artichoke leaves 
right next to the winter squashes. With a shriek of delight 
killed the lot with good old soap and water. There is 
















We’ve ail heard stories of giant mosquitoes carrying 
off small chickens^ of insect swarms so thick they 
suffocate their victims ;and of men driven madj'by the 
whine of their wings. Behind most folklore there’s 
usually a grain of truth, so here’s an effort to separate 
fact from fiction on la sufc^ect of vastIsignificance to
the woods this summer.
First the good news. All males or improbable 
those mosquitoes, deer inanimate objects, 
flies, horse flies, black flies Strumming guitar strings 
and no seeums buzzing for instance, drive 
overhead don’t necessarily mosquitoes wild on warm 
have your number; in most summer nights, 
cases, it’s only the female But perhaps the most 
who is after your blood. outrageous tale of mosquito 
Males seem to be at- misadventure in love is the 
traded to warm-blooded report that the generators 
mamrnals, but don’t bite, of an Ontario power station 
feeding instead on nectar became clogged by millions 
and plant juices. Females, of sexcrazed m.osquitoes 
with the exception of a few panting for the whine of the' 
species, must have bVodd to station’s turbines, 
mature and lay their eggs. ^, Mating;? ^ ^
The mouthparts of biting 
flies are bladeiike, designed 
to drill into a victim’s skin 
and keep the wound open.
Saliva is injected, along 
vvith bacteria and an an­
ticoagulant to keep the 
blood flowing as the fly 
sucks.
Within 30 seconds, its 
stomach swells to three 
times normal size -— with 
blood two to three times the 
fly’s weight. A full 
mosquito can barely fly; 
one large blood meal may 
be enough for thei entire J 
four or five day process of 
I locating a site and laying 70 ^ 
to 500 eggs.
Despite the design of the 
bifirig fly’s mduthparts, it’s 
the saliva, not the “bite” 
which causes the pain; 11 
Female mosquitoes are 
attracted to their victims by 
a number of cues picked up 
from their tintennae 
£ infra-red radiation emitted 
by a warm body, carbon 
dioxide, water vapor from 
exhaled breath and per­
spiration. Like all flics, 
mosquitoes zero in on their 
prey with amazing 
aeronautic aplomb. A pair 
of modified wings just 
behind the main pair act as 
gyroscopes in ftiglif||l 
inaintaining the; .0028 gm ; ; 
insect (I /10,000 'dunce) in I 
its original plane of 
movement,
Mosquitoes lay their eggs 
on .still water or the edge of 
;'|istan(ling::yvatcr'antl;thc',egg^ 
l;:,pass’'l;thrdugb£jwdl juorel;'
I- Isiagtislbcfo^e ■ emerging':'asl;' 
adu It s;? i nl a;";'weekoij't wb, ‘' ; 
depending on the species 
and water temperature.
They rest for a few days 
before embarking on the 
;|''4asiJ!;;;b'ut|?ccrtainly,;:|mosi'- 
exciting chapter of their iifi; I
h Ist oryl;*-^: I rnat ing:?;-Males; 
swarm at dusk over selected 
markers ;;;£ such trees, £? 
bushes or dark moistened 
patches on the ground.
Mosquitoes attiaCi each 
otlia.by builing ilitlt wings 
— 200-500 beats a second is 
the most effective rate.
Howevcf, wi ngbeating is 
not fool proof and the male 
can be attracted to other
occure, often takes place in 
mid-air, again with the 
male occasionally having to 
make a few attempts at his 
mission in life. The female’s 
patience rarely last more 
than three tries although the 
male will mate Continuously 
throughout this brief week 
of life.
The female, meanwhile, 
mates ; Only once.;; Many 
females die after egg laying, 
although Some lie'dorrhant 
over the winter.
Other blood sucking flies 
differ from mosquitoes in a 
host of ways. None have the 
ears of the male mosquito, 
nor the long piercing stylet 
mouthparts of the female. 
The mouthparts of blacks 
flies for instance, are-
shorter but are serrated and 
move in a sawing action. 
Their eggs are laid in 
running rather than 
standing wa;ter.;
All blood sucking flies 
can be a serious pest to man 
;and animals. Swarms of; 
horse flies (idehtified by ? 
their greehl metallic- 
looking eyes) can suck; one-; 
tenth of a litre (three 
ounces) or more of blood a 
day from a host.
Black flies swarm so 
r intensely; bn; livestock; they; 
can smother an animal to 
death and they can draw 
enough blood to kill the 
animal or cause it to stop 
producing milk or laying 
eggs. Half a million dollars 
damage a year is done in
Alberta’s cattle industry by 
black flies alone.
Three mosquito bites a 
minute are considered an 
annoyance to man ac­
cording to Vancouver 
aquatic biologist Damian 
Regan although he has 
heard of attacks : in the 
Canadian A.rctic measured 
as high as 9,000 bites; a; 
minute; half a person’s 
blood supply could be lost 
; in two hours at that rate;
Next month: How to 
keep the bugs at bay;
; remediesi from: gbop grease 
to diethyl toluamide, true 
stories of mosquitoes the 
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The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know 
anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre at 10030 Resthaven 
offers classes, activities and 
a warm welcome. Drop in 
or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each, 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more in­
formation call co-ordinator 
Ruth Snow at 656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
clothing, household ar­
ticles, appliances and 
furniture. for its 
rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted 
by Sidney Prospective 
Chapter of Sweet Adelines. 
If you like barbershop-style 
singing, feeU welcome to: 
join this friendly group 
most Mondays at 7:30p.m. 
at the Royal Canadian^ 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. 
For more information call 
656-5301 or 656-7828. 
iv/Gan .':'we/, help;;'^you?.;Uall-:7 
t h e G 6 m m u n i t y C o un­
selling Centre/98l3-5th St., 
Sidney^ 24-hpur 
service. Call 656-1247. 
Women’s Support
Francais meets Thursday 
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13 - 18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
and 7 -11 p.m. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary school gym 
takes place 7 - 9 p.m. 
Wednesday. Special ac­
tivities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis. 
All activities are free and no 
registration is required. 
Parent and teen enquiries 
welcome. For more in­
formation call the PCA 
office at 656-0134 or drop 
by and pick up a program at 
9788 - 2nd Street.
AH ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood 
elementary school, 7:30 - 
9:30 p.m. Mondays. More 
information 652-4580 or 
652-1531.
The Peninsula Singers 
began their new season Jan. 
11 and new members are 
invited to attend. If you like 
to sing, want to learn, and 
have a bass, alto, tenor or 
soprano voice come and
SURE YOU CAN!
Worried about the legality 
of delivering, in person, an 
invitation to a party. Don’t, 
Canada Post Corporation 
urges.
The Definition of a Letter 
has been approved by 
Cabinet and becomes effec­
tive September 1. Under the 
regulation it is permissible for 
an individual to personally 







CAN CUSTOM DESiGN 
AND FIT CLOTHES 
JUST FOR YOU.
Government wharf at foot of James Bay Road no longer serves powder plant community on J antes Island, but still has much to offer
fishermen, both big and small, on summer afternoon. John Green photo
FASHEOI^
desiqns bq




North Saanich council 
was hoping to get three 
projects through before the 
provincial government cut 
its share of sewer and water 
costs to municipalities
join the singers at the Royal effective July 31, but no 
Canadian Legion Hall bn such luck.
Mills Road at 7:15 Tuesday Aid. George Westwood 
evenings. For / more in- said Friday council tried to 
formation call 656-0268.^^/
Is byereating creating before the end of July blit
problems/ in your life? ; were stymied when they 
Overeaters Anonymous can received a letter from 
help. No dues, no weighing. municipaL affairs advising 
Meetings are at 8 p.m.
them that “notwithstanding 
the termination of present 
water and sewage assistance 
programs on July 31 the 
inspector of municipalities 
during the remainder of 
July w'ill not consider the 
approval of any loan 
authorization bylaw under 
the present program in-/ 
eluding bylaws presently 
held by ministry."
Under new restraint 
measures the government is 
cutting its share of sewer 
and water costs from 75 
cents in the dollar to 25 
'.cents.'';
Westwood said the 
projects will likely go ahead 
but “will be just more 
expensive to, residents/ 
i n c rea s in g in div i d u a1 
/'cdstsl’’
The Red; Gross; wpuldHke 
: to Teminh / waterskiers and;
difference between life and
Mondays, 9788 -2nd Street, /
Sidney. Gall 652-9931.
Pregnant and wondering . ^ ^ , .
what the future holds for boardsailors to stay clear of
you? Sidney Community swimming areas and to
Group. A discussion group - Health-Service offices of .wear a Personal Floatation
> for women dealing with the Capital Regional device. It can mean the
their current needs. District can help you. Join 
' Newcomers welcome us and other couples in a 
: Thursday mornings at 10 comfortable atmosphere of 
a.m. in the Community learning through films,
; Counselling Centre, 98^3- slides, discussions and
— exercises. Register no.w. In 
Sidney call 656-1188 
Sidney Twirlers and 
brum Corps take leSsons at 
Sidney elementary school 
from 6 p.m. Thursdays; For/ 
rhbre information call 656- /
/6098.///;/-■''.
The Peninsula Disar­
mament Group meets 
regularly, to help us, join 
us or just for information 
call 656-4842.
! Sidney Activity Centre,/ 
sponsored by CMHA and 
the community, meets 
Mondays 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall, Handicrafts, games, 
films, recreation, -light 
lunch and an opportunity to
I
 barbershop-style. It’s a fun meet others/ For /more 
time! Most Monday nights iriformation call 652-1483
■^.^c ... .u., T after 6 p.m. or 658-5414
weekdays.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastiiiastcrs Club how 
meets at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
S56-9434
2ie4l!alavm' SS^558i
5th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656- 
1247.
Grandparents— are your 
grandchildren far away? A 
young mothers non-profit 
support group (Capital 
Families) needs help with 
child care 1 hpurs each 
week: Gall Patti at 656- 
;6296.
Victoria Housing 
Registry, 1923 Fernwood 
Road. Free matching rental 
services. Landlords 381- 
1335, tenants 381-1205, 
Monday to Friday 11 a.m. - 
5p.m. Help with housing 
problems.
Attention ladies: all voice 
ranges - we want you to sing 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more 
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PVEhIS BUMPER TO 8UMl»E« iOCATlONS ACROSS CANADA TO SHIVE YOU
noDFYDP tmmm 
Tubular steel bar carrier, 
your choice of 54" roof 
mount or 60" 
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2140B Keating Crossroad, 
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The Victoria Glass & Bottle Collector’s Society presents 
an Antique Collectables Show & Sale July 23 and 24 from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Set up time is July 22 from 4 to 10 p.m.
La Leche League of Sidney invites new and expectant 
mothers to a meeting 8 p.m. Aug. 3 at 8712 Emard 
Terrace, Sidney. The topic is the art of breast-feeding and 
overcoming difficulties. For more information call 652- 
5781. Babies welcome. 2-31
lit *
The regional library summer reading program wind-up 
parties will be held August 26 at 10 a.m. in Brentwood 
library, and at 1:30 p.m. in Sidney library. Free for all 
participants. Featuring Kaleidoscope Story Theatre, plus 
refreshments. 2-31
La Lache of Central Saanich plans a meeting Aug. 4 at 8 
p.m. Topic is vveaning and mutrition. 5983 W. Saanich Rd. 
Pregnant moms and babies welcome. 2-31
* *
The Peninsula Christian Women’s After Five Club 
cordially invites you to a dessert party at Margaret 
Vaughan-Birch Hall, 9697-4th St., Sidney, Aug. 8 from 7 
p.m. to 9 p.m. Reservations/cancellations necessary by 
Aug. 3. Call Sue 652-4039, or Pat at 656-1419 for more 
information. ^ 2-31
The Capital Region Safety Council will conduct a basic 
motorcycle course on weekends commencing Aug. 6. The 
course is of 34 hours duration and the road test for the 
Class 6 licence is conducted at the end of the course. 
Motorcycks supplied for the course and helmets may be 
rented. For further information phone 478-9584. 2-31
Breadmake
workshop
A breadmake workshop 
will take place 7-9 p.m. 
Aug. 25 at the Victoria YM- 
YWCA, 880 Courteny St. 
Discover how to make 
wheat, rye, raisin, pum­
pernickel, oatmeal, soy, 
cinnamon and other breads 
and rolls without recipes. 
Make and take home over­
ready dough. All 
ingredients and utensils 













applicable toward our 
SERVICE
I SyMUER IIOIISO BOLISAYI
e5 day sessions from 
9July llfh to 15th 
•July 18th to 22nd 
•July 25th to 29th
August Sessions 
available as well
•8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon 
•Daily instruction on
Learn to drive to survive. You can learn to prevent 
becoming involved in an accident despite the incorrect 
actions of other drivers. You, your family and eveii your 
safe driven discount are worth protecting. The Gapital 
Region Safety Council has a defensive driving course 
starting Aug 15 . For further information call 478-9584. 2-
Eagle on Arbutus — an original acrylic painting by Robert Bateman — is being offered for sale on 
silent auction basis. Private bids are being accepted at the Marshall Gallery of Fine Art, 1636 Cedar 
Hill Cross Road, and the Ewart Gallery of Fine Art where it is currently being exhibited. The painting 
has been donated by the artist for the benefit of the Saltspring Sewer Alternatives Committee, a group 
actively concerned with protecting ecology of the Gulf Islands. Jean b. Tuominen Photo
riding & horse care .
• . : : 9PleaSe register early to













The Capital Region Safety Council will conduct an 
advanced motorcycle course commencing Aug. 13. If you
3, had a close call in 
in safety
the advanced rider course is for you. Prerequisites for the 
cburse are a minimum of one year and/or 5,000 km riding 
experience as a Class 6 operator. You use your own 
; mbtorcycle.^ Fpr further information call 478-9584: 2r31
:fori:yc>uiigsters
VawiBWiBPiSKBSMBHgili
Panorama Leisure Centre has over 20 workouts to; 
choose from this summer. We’ll help get the body fit and
/The
Sooke Fall Fair is sponsored by Sooke Community
Greater Victoria : Boys’ 
and Girls’ Club is offering a ■ 
fourTweek program for- 
youngsters aged eight to T1 
years. Activities include 
canoeing, camping, arts 
and crafts^gairhes, archery,/ 
fly tying,; and how to build/ ; 
a kite.
Children w'ho join the 
program will also be in- 
vovled with others in a 
sports day and Penny 
Carnival. The program
Association and will be held 2-9 p.m. in Sooke Community ^^*8- 2 and runs four
weeks from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
# n; * For -costs and more in­
fo r mat ion call 3 83 -1101 . *
knowledge of basic crafts an asset but not essential. The. 
program runs Mondays 9:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m. at Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall on 4th St., Sidney. For more in-
Saanich Peninsula 
chamber of commerce 
manager P'eter Tredgett is 
“overawed’/at/the number 
ofvyisitors calling dailj^ at 
the Pat Bay Highway 
toitrist information booth, 
“Wc’re really getting a run 
fb^ our money,’’ says 
Tredgett, who claims; the 
booth handles an average of 
350 people a day. /
The chamber’s other
booth near Sidney- 
Ahacortes ferry terminal is 
seeing some 180 tourists 
daily and Tredgett feels 
“quite a number V are 
stopping in Sidney to shop.
Reports frorh Central 
Saanich indicate more 
visitors how since the Pat 
Bay Highway booth was 
constructed and is now 
directing tourists to points 
on the Saanich Peninsula. ”
‘‘Your full seiyice pet store" 




li/ibn/to thurs & Sat. 
■ 9:30 - 5:30 ;
Friday 9:30 - 6:00
656-3314
Beacon Plaza 
2317 Beacon Avo. , 
Sidney
You're not likely to find a bank in Vietbria that can match bur great rates t)n 
-term deposits.
So give your banker a friendly lit demand note like the one above. It might 
make him a bit uhcomfortable. But after all; it's your money, and you ought to 
make"tbe most of it/^
VVestcoast Sayihgs'/li yearvterm deposits are at ;1^ 
deposits are at 9%, These are the same great rates as Prime 55.
If your banker can't match this, there's only one thing lo do...Mead for the 
nearest branch of Wesicoast Savings.
-.»
TakSihotg of these great rates:







Alt classified ads must be submit­
ted te our office before noon on {Mon­
day prior to publication date. We are 




The Review lescrvcs the right lo classily ads under appropriaie headings and to set rates 
Iherelore and lo determine page location.
The Review reserves the right lo revise, edit, classily or reject any advertisement and lo 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services and lo repay the customer the 
sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold'' instructions will be destroyed unless mailing instruclions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send originals ol documents lo 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in adverllsing must be received by Ihe publisher wilhin 30 days el Ihe 
lirsi publication. .
II Is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that Ihe liability ol The Review in Ihe event 
ol an error appearing in Ihe advertisement as published shall be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser lor only one incorrect insertion lor the portion ol the advertising space occiiped 
by Ihe incorrect or omitted item only and that there shall be no liability in any eveiil greater 




of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. p 
Closed Saturdays an
onday to Friday 
d Sundays
In Memoriam.. . . . : / ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;, /.. .. . . .1 '
Cards of Thanks . . . ... Z...... /. .2
Notices . . /;.....,..,,,. . . , . . :3 '^
Lost........,..............,,.:.,. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . ; .4 /
Found. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;.;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ./ . . . . . . . . . .5
Personals .. . . . . . . . . . /,.:,, .
Business Personals .......
Business Opportunities. . . . . . .
Help Wanted .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Work Wanted. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...
Miscellaneous For Sale ...,/..
Garage Sales . . . ..........,.,....... _ _ _ _ _ _  . / . .12
Wanted To Buy .......! /... .............13
Pets;,...:. /. /..../. . .14
Livestock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .../'...../.:. 15
Farm Produce ./....,./. ............ .;/.:. .... . . /.16
Gardening ...;...............,:,,,. ........... ..17
Boats & Marine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18
Motorcycles .........._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .19
Aircrall.. . . . . . . . . . . .4.. . . . . . .  .... .20
Recreation vehicles ../.. /. /,.:... .4 .,. .... .. ./:.;.'21 ■■
-Snowmobiles :,. .:, ;4. /,.:./.// . ; ../;./.:: ';';'22/',''
Cars.. /.:....... ....,... , :4///'.'.: ../;.:.. 4 / ; . 23
Trucks.../..;...;. ,.... /.; /. '../..,./ . ;4 .24 '
Machinery . : ,4 ,:/ . . / ././. : / ,/. 4':/./ ':'/"./,:'/. :;;2S'"'
Farm Machinery/. .,. .:.:.//.:/26
For Rent . . . . . . ... ; . . / . . . . / : : / ; ■ :;''./.'27'''"
Wanted to Rent; ,/./... /. ; . / ....../..,.. './//'';. ;/■.;/:'.//';.28:'
Real Estate For Sale..;....;//:. // / ,..,::////.-. ,,/.'3o'
/ Mobile/Horiies :.  /. ./ ,. '.".'//'.;..'/':'31.':
''';Legals'/.',/./.'/:'. 32."
PERSONALS
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line, 383-3232. 
We offer information, supportand 
referrals. 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. tf n
COUNSELLING for families and 
individuals of all ages - serving 
the Peninsula. Community 
Counselling Service, 9815 - 5th 
St., Sidney. 656-1247. tf
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Ten 
separate groups meet every week 
on the Saanich Peninsula, For 
help or info, call 383-0415. 18p40 
COLOR YOURSELF BEAUTIFUL. 
Feel confident, look your best in 
the colors of your, season. For 
draping consultation call Heather, 
656-0014. 4p30
QUIET FAMILY seeking estate 
management/caretaking position 
with living accomodation. 
Security, animals, gardens, 
buildings, equipment.
Experienced, with references. 
Gary Chandler, Grouhel Rd., 
Ladysmith, b;C. VOR 2E0. 5p32
GET SPICEYI, Meet a secret new 
friend by mail. Penpal Club for 
adults. For free information, send 
stamp to:/ Exchange, Box 1577,/ 
Qual icum, B .C. VO R 2T0.: / 1 Pb3 0
THAN NEWS!
The Review
: 1 Published oii-Weclnescl.iy ol every ,
vjpeK by '
CARIBOO PRESS (U56-T) I H)
P367 Beecnn Ave . Sidney B C V8L 1W9
CLASSIFIED RATES
Tf FKST’Hise'iion/:?b/words-6r‘'iesS\/S? CO. ; | 
'(pTebnyiiiEinionlyT "/Coiisetiiiive;'
/ I'hepeai: inscrliohs;>SftOO'per weekVOvm ; 
;;;:;26'wpios (litsPwoekt/ eTirih exlid'word..; 
’/;/ H tents jConse'r'uiivo^repi/nl msoilirii’s:
; ; :'over>?0,iworug. 10 centsipeT.diiiih'i'rinrti:;:
tioner .'word.t;:Box /nuiiibeis / St OO;..
' st Clrissilied' oispifly "retdi;upon ierjunsl.;
:: Ch.irtie classilirids ,'irc S3 ObTonnu ,li!.si / 
week, VtSArntr'isnlso S;),00 lor'i.iie hist;'
^ week v '
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$1!) pel viMi in.C/in.in.Tlor Ilro Revin.w;' 
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; lor : one ihuortecli insertion ■ orily Wo 
'.rcsot'yo the nght. to r.lnssiiy nils under .
' appiopnate he.idihgsC ■ ; ; ' c
CRACK OF NOON LOGGING CO.,
firewood suppliers, serving 
Sidney, Brentwood and Saanich 
Peninsula from Saltspring Island. 
Full cords split and delivered, 
Alder, S80; Maple, $90; kindling 
wood available. Phone 385-2371, 
Cliff Brown. 14p38
WANTED: CASH for major ap­
pliances, working or not. Fur­
niture or what have you. 381- 
24510r381-3122. 6c33
TANDUM CRUSHER 10’’ x 36" 
Jaw, 24" X 30” Rolls. Complete 
with feeder. $40,000.00 o.b.o. 
1959 Cessna 182, Current C. of
A. May 1, 1983. $18,000.00 Day
Calls 112-949-7461; Nights 112- 
949-7710. ■ 4pb31
ONE 9-DRAWER DRESSER, 
matching night table, matching 
mirror frame. One high chair, new 
condition. Phone 652-9435 or 
652-0729 after 6 p.m. 2c30 
NEW CONCEPT! Portable one- 
man operational band sawmills. 
For contractor, log-housebuilder, 
handyman, farmer, etc. $6975.00 
complete. Contact Landsman 
Sawmills, Paul Hofmann, 
(604)442-8003, Grand Forks,
B. C. lPb30
COLLECTOR PLATES. Learn 
about the fascinating hobby and 
its investment possibilities. Ask 
for our FREE newsletter. 
Queensbury Collectables, 708 
Queensbury Ave., North Van­
couver, B.C. V7L 3V8. Phone 
985-1484. lPb30
12 CU. FT. DEEP-FREEZE $200. 
Singer sewing machine in cabinet 
$60. Argus auto, slide projector 
with trays $65 . Two Uniroyal steel 
belted radials P185/75R13 tires, 
as new. $60 pair; 2 matchingso|id 
pine doors, 7 ft. X 2'4” $50 pair. 
Ph, 656-2581 / /;2^
COMBINATION RADIO/RECORD 
PLAYER. $50 Assorted office - 
chair/-—filing cabinet./Stereo $60
FXPFRT PRllNlKin - TR1MM!N(5 bed, $20, washer $100,S ' dryer $100, bl^^
::$40 :ciosest Offer. 656-6508; or 
RsdSondbiB r3t6S.. 03II 656~5382 . ecc >1 ot i ■ i>'1/1
after5 p:m. /
LADIES TRIUMPH 19 1/2" 
turquoise 3 spd. bicycle $60. Ph. 
652-4766. Ic30
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
lowest prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375. 27pbtfn
• .ANDY’S AUTO FAHTS 
ACCESSOHIES
2412 BEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5 J
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
[SAANICH] Applications are in­
vited by the undersigned from 
suitably qualified persons for a 
Clerk III (Clerk-Stenographer), 7 
hours per day, 12 months per 
year in our Physical Plant 
Department. The position 
requires secretarial training, 
minimum typing 60 w.p.m.,
shorthand 8() w.p.m. and the 
ability to assume responsibilities 
without di rect supervisi on.
The salary rang for 1983 is 
$1,492. to $1,597. per month. 
Applications can be obtained 
fromt he School Board Office, 
2125 Keating Cross Road, Vic­
toria B.C., telephone 652-1151. 
Closing date for applications is 
Friday, July 29, 1983 at 12 o- 
clock noon. ;
R.S. Ingram, Secretary-Treasurer 
School District No. 63 (Saanich) 




providing / reasonably priced
PADDLE FANS - The original fan 
store. Wholesale and Retair./Free 
catalogues;' Oceah / Pacific: Fan
DEMOLITION SALE - Sat. July 
30, at 2413 Lovell Ave., Sidney. 9 
a.m.to3 p.m. Ic30
9255 EAST SAANICH RD. Moving 
— everthing must go. Furniture, 
garden tools, lawn mower, misc. 
household, electric heaters, no 
reasonable offer refused. July 30 
and31,10 a.m. to4 p.m. Ic30 
6 PLATE WOOD STOVE, Double 
bed, well pump, rocking chair, 
end tables. 10 drawer dresser, 
antique brass fireplace railing, 
miscellaneous, clothing, house 
hold items, and much more. Sat 
and Sun July 30, 31. 9-3 p.m. 
10005 Chicory Place. 1-30
9 PIECE OLDER DINING ROOM 
SUITE, coffe and end tables, pool 
table, dishwasher, and misc. Sat., 
July 30 from 10-3 p.m. 10374 
Patricia Place, Sidney. Ic30 
GIANT MOVING SALE, Sat, and 
Sun., July 30 and 31. Bicycle, love 
seats, outdoor plants, sand box, 
wooden Cradle, large western 
saddle and other tack, clothes, 
cookware, material and lots more. 
10-5 p.m. 7463 TomIinson Rd. (off 
Stelly’s).: / : / ^
FIRST % FAMILY - fishing 
/ equipment/ o fireplace screen, 
accessories, electric broom, 
lamps, fixtures, antique hall 
mirror, clock, garden misc. 
outdoor /carpeting, swivel chair, 
queen; / bed s pread / ; cu rta ins^ 
vanity ; :cupboard {with: /bas^ 
dishesV /lots of misc. d uly 30 j 9 -3
COflWlAC AyTOMOTIVE








On the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!










^Certified Body Shop «Badiator Repairs 







; HD^E And//:/:: ■
DFFiCE/CLEANERS
: / //Borided &/1nsure(j /t"
Windows-Floors-Caipets 
Homes & Offices 
Gutter Cleaning
ESTI»iAT£S 6S6°i353
SKYLITES: /Largest; selection, gardens lawn care. 652-0303. Gallery Inc‘AOOO East Hashngs / p.m; 10187 3rd,St.iSidney//lc30 
,//Prices.:T Walker iDoor.'/::7:p3^:^:/j:2;-^  ̂ n r; vsn pkr/:THE FAMILY OF: Elmer and Lowest
Evelyn/ Powell request your Vancouver 112-266-1101, : North HARD WORKER for house paint
presence /at ; the /Open : House// yanc(3Uver;;112-985-9714, Rich- jpg and small repairs;: Reasonable /;
August 7, celebrating their mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops rates. Free estimates. Gall Andie,
GoldehrAnniversary in/Sorrento,/; :112-374;-3566,/ /Nanaimo : 112-: ;: 652-()536v 
/B.C; Phorie. 675-2664. 3p30 758-7375/Winlavy 112-226-7343,
------- : L. i 11 ooet:/ tI 12 -2;5 6 -7 5 01,
/Whitehorse:! 12-66/^7332;/na-tfn /
ALICE’S
ladies/ childrens. / Alterations;
/FOR / YOUR GARDENlNGft/and/
Street, Burhaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. , 
/ /Phorie 112-299-0666;
1 - 24 VOLT 30 /amp battery: 
o;/:;^/Tcharg^^ 
tfn
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD;, 5330
imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6/ ;
nBF«;<;MAKFNG~M6nr R^^o^ablerates. 652 0448. , Complete satellite packages from ,
DRESSMAKING. .Mens, I^p34_________________________ tlQQR nn; Fin/,nrinPavallahlfi/nO-T^;;''';';'-.:/'/-';:://':;/:/';//:./:":/:./:/:-:/'$i'995'/;00;;'Fihahcing'ava lable/ no CASH for major ap-
,/ tools repaired & ejown payment O.A.C. $59 per Pl’ances, working or not. Fur-
icrhf : maf al ranair* / .i/'- _ 11 i :'/ ? 1/ _.. • ! v _ /..-i / nltUTS ■ Of Whst v HSV© VOU. ' 381 ■
nnx-x-ir-Li . *, ; /lahdscaplog/hceds/phoFiiS Geoff//fTOWN OF CRESTON/BRITISH --------x, o x-c-. -,ooo . k 6 k
/COLUMBIA Tenders accepted for/
Old Fire Hall until 2:00 p.m. laaies,: niiar s./
^l^le \rom clerkl^^oiTl^^ c^e^i^ey^Phonee^^l^cf^*  ̂ sharpened. Lig t/, et l//rep ir :: i/,o
::/V0BlG0,428j^______^ Ogv^ Sidney. Phone656 6170. wor. 15 ^rs m S^n^. ^Len^ Snie^^ PhS^I^ WANTED:/^OId; B:^; provincial




Walls washed — 
Gutters cleaned




CONGRATULATION AND BEST 
WISHES to : Max/and Maureen / 
.Feetharh on celeb rati ng your 2 5 th // 
///anniversary frorh/ypur family and 
all your friends/ ;
MR; AND MRS. JACK GREEN are 
pleased to a n nou nee the 
/ engagement of; their daughter
DISCOVER SOMEONE SPECIAL.
WESTERN CANADA -LEADING ; 
COMPUTEFt/and:/PERSONAL 
DATI NG SERVICE :-^/J UST FOR/ / 
YOU.' WRITE FOR/ FREE IN­
FO R M AT 10 N: H U M A N CO N - 
TACT, 818-16 Ave., CALGARY,
: ALBERTAT2MOKI. ; lPb30
I^^pC YOUNG R^N willing aMWAY PRODUCTS meai^q*/ 1,
todoodd jobs. Ph. 656-0431. . and personal service/::/ 100%/ : :5°''??l°TP3y^Tash. 721-1692.
3 nc30________________________  money back guarantee. iVife




';/: :: :Bond9il:—Iqsiiired :/;:
S/THE/COMPLETEPi: 
HOME AND OFFiCE 
CLEANING SERVICE
ALSOWINDOWS 
//// / //Ann GUTTEKS
vraRK WANTED -- Experienced 
shipwright for wooden/ boat: 
repairs, / caulking, or new boat 
construction in Sidney area. Call 
656'^5061. :
Gra>o)S»rre,;B.C;^. : S fStar SJ’L.SiS
PALM SPRINGS - Villa Capri./ extinguisher lately?? For sales: 'poking for summer employment
Cozy retreat. Adults. Pool. Kit- and service call Marsaf Ltd. 656- 
Chen units. / Oct.-Nov;/special 9411/: 10114 McDonald Pk.Rd.
$195 U,S, per wk. 2 people. Ph. Sidney. / : ; 4p33
Victoria 382-6010 or write 1140 ;
FortSt.V8V3K8. 4p33




SENIORS [60 OR MORE], New to 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver / Threads: Centre offers 
classes, activities and a warm 
welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5 537 ,
/' 'tf-"//: '"/:■■/" ■':/' 'i ■"/'T'/'.; /''/‘/.'
THE PENINSULA COMMUNIIY 
/ ASSOCIATION/g788 2nd St,, is 
the information and Volunteer 
Service for the peninsula, if you 
/ need assistance or If you wish to 
volunteer a few hours a week to 
help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 (or further: 
/."■ information.'.;;:'::".'/-//:':/'; /"/‘.:'/tf",
/TABLE TENNIS: : at
~cn6(
THANK YOU TO MR AND MRS 
RIGHT AND STAFF off The Sidney 
Personal Care Horne tor the care 
of our: mother; Louise C.
Macarther; The past three years, 
and especially the past three 
months; It was much approciatod/.
: Mr. and Mrs. A, Pearson 1P30
THE FAMIUES OF'YHE LATE
JAMES V ALL AN BROWN ^Wpuld: scTiool
like to /thank thoir many t«8 / Mondays 7 ;30-9;30/ em, All ages/
: and :neighbors;(or ,^eir help ar^ ::, welcome. Further info, 652-4580;;: 
sympathy*/ In /their / recent; grj .k,, 4 - tfnberMvemont/ ; Also/ do;: thc// ;^^ —----------
R.C.M/p; (cir their help in a very /THE PENINSULADISAmviAMENT
IS INFLATION hurting you? 
Diversify your present income 
with your own part-time business. 
Minimal investment. Maximum 
security, 656-0014, 4p30
RESPONSIBLE YOUNG MAN
seeks work in the Sidney - North 
Saanich area; Will work anytirhe. 
Have references. Call 656-1657.
/I nc3T//'.'./vv'd;.: :;-".;:///.
HARDWORKING BOY will mow 
your lawn, do your yard work and 
more. For more information 
contact,Thomas at652-94l4/
2 c3 0/.„'.:/..-///,
purchase plan: 656-0014 . 4p30
FIREWOOD — SPLIT CORDS,
fresh cut bushwood. Alder $65, fir 
$ 7 5, arbutus $ 115, Delivery $ 10./ 
Sidney area toll free 112-800- 
663-3708 pager621. :4p31
2 LOVESEATS, dark brown acrylic
velvet, as new, $300 each. 5 large 
outdoor plants in Spanish-style 
urhs. $30-40. 2 curved concrete 
benches $30 each. 652-2707/ /
".2'P3 0"'//'"/'4 "//^ /.
TRUEDOUGH COINS,"Heads J
Win, Tails You Lose." Limited 
edition, send $6.00 to;Truedough 
Coins, Box 2098, Salmon Arm, 
B.C. VOE 2T0. Phone 112-832- 
9682: // / : :2pb30
WANTED: ;Appliances working or 
not. Sherwood Refrigeration. Also 
Mechanical, / AWE Electrical 





given in your home, 
4954, askfor Jim.
PUPPIES, 8 weeks old; Free to 
good homes; Ph, 656-2985; 2p30 
FREE CUTE 8 week old part 
Persian kittens, Phone656-7617.: 
•3c3l:'/:;/.'."/-'/"/':'/' //:■'';■../'''-/////
BEAUTIFUL C.K.C REGISTERED 
AMERICAN COCKER SPANIELS. 
Black females. Assorted colour, 
males; Ready mid-August. 
$250,00,/*325,00, Phono 923- 
7152, Campbell River. / lPb30
:'/..4/.;/;://';''4/;;;./::/'';,/::.'(Uquld Dry)
"Expert Carpet & Upholstery CIparilhg The Unique Way^ 
FREE ESTIMATES - BONDED & INSURED ::'/.■.://'//:'.:/:*//
6S6-3730 477-4911
BATHING SUMMER IS HERE! DON'T
Ph,, 656- /DELAY! Pacific/ Sailboards-:- , ,
______________________ 3c31 quality boards^at an attractive KnirENs 9 wks ho’use trained and ;
KAD cSTc—PO YOU NEED HELP with the pr'cc,, '. $799.00^ompwte inj^ free: to good homes
care of your home? Hadworking clucJJng j^ 656-9103 . , lp30
chinefflbriCQtinsshop* Downtown handviriQn will do InlGrior & ©x* toxGXtro.f hono 112^/33*1119. .
Osoyoos. Business and property REGI^ERED, , FEMALE:
$?58 000 New European lathe/ pa nting,, .carpentry ,■ p . BodlinBtonlerrier, show quality,
jDtUuu, iNww laiMu, ; oard^nmp. otc. BLACK AND WHITE T.v,. not years 656*6198 ^ ^ 2031
other new machinery. Berkley 
pump dealer. Phono 112-495'' 
/6043 orll2-495-2334 , 2pb30
ESfABLiSHED GUN SPECIALTY
SHOP located in Whitehorse; 
rYukon.: Averaging: $225,000,00. 
lor
handymen will do Interior & ex' 
terior painting,/ /carpentry 
(renovations), g e ing, e ,
Excellent references available 
; form satisfied custumors, $7 per 
/ hour. Call Stove at ;656'4490,or::
Graham 656-5864/ / 4c3^
: ; dW15ove MAN "with
house, yard and garden mairv/ -INFLATIOR FIQHERj/ got 
tenanco, carpentry, hauling away,,/:/while Its dry I.Bring chain saw,or, /
COHNFR OF OUHNSIDE ft DDUOLAS
Coramlc TIloa & Accessories 
./::/.:.Est!mates & Installations'.//::/.;/// 
::.:/:/;383-381,'.1,:..':/':;.'::’'4*'//
<lp30
1 ’ NOTIGES 1H , 1M v/ 1 1 V»if
group meets regularly, To join us,
;: holp/us, or: just for inlormation,
/’call656-4a42 alters p.m. tfn
/ IS bVEREATING creating 
/ problems in your life? Overeaters 
: Anonymous can help you I No 
duos,no weiRh-ins, Meotings aro 
Mondays, B p.m. at 9788 • 2nd / 
./ St./Sldney. 656-2331,
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL 
ASSAULT Drop-in group meets 
every Wednesday, 7-9 p.m. at 
1045 Linden Avo, 383-5545,10-5 
p.m; Monday to Friday for more 
info.'"'':*./;*■ ". ftn'
gross per/ year,/  one-man 
rojocato .^^thoJ^aiTaipivTPIv
SrSom WrSo Bol^^9?;^/ W SliVJong dr sToTt weoJiindf^
W itShS YuKviASWr loi'm periods/,/ // Rollablo. METAL/PAlflO TABLE, 
Whiteiiorso, Yukon YiAJv/. RofcroricosdVailable,:Phono 656- $70 Largo ball typo barbecue,
1 Pb3 0 V 4 ^ 9.n 656-3753,^ /1^^^
V.,
working :$ 10; Aluminum sliding. ncMmmr n iTrirb- 'w*^windov^ 22 1/2 X 32 $5./Pair of BE^FUL^UTTER T^
naturalizor shoos for women, size 
9/1/2 A/triplo,/ $l0> Ph,c,652-




/;;::,|\low spoql^Il^ng Jn"'' 4
Finishing Carpentry, 
/;*/Cabincl8"and’Biill(''lns,/;//
n , . 0 n. . rnrr roTiMATfo RuiTipus fooiiis. Repairs,// RonovatpJ.iSay()? FREb ESIIMAIES Additions, Cuslom-rnado
;CaU/G5649l5 window ShuHeis,
- >t0 JOB TOO
BART BUITENDYH
' LonrTirrio Sidney; duiidors:’/
:.'54’ X42VSHOP,:l.()ontrea,:J.aioir>,:,|'y, gne3 ■'*''':-'"?~r?i:\7B"'~£gATC'~Atart;Doublewlde 24’ X 60’; W/12’ X / Kl
Porch and scrooned ia' X 36' WILL BABYSIT24'
"i
LOW, RANGE VOICES wanted by 
Sidney . Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you liko bar­
bershop stylo singing, fool 
welcome to join our friendly group 
most Mondays, 7;45 p.n], at the 
Legion Hall on Mills Road, Into 
656-5301 or 656-7828, tfn/
L.V.I.H. CLUB. Open horse’ s
K show July 24 at Boar HillIS, $75 cash to high pt. horse ^ , , ,
or pony, Entry forms available at i 4 I 
Tack and Food Stores, Info, 382- g ’
■/.'0067 or 652-25^''/;'''':_^;.''^8:/; iill^
/ retreat with BABA / HARI *900-00,„R|WARD, FOR IN* 
DASS AUB 3 ‘ 8. Salt-Spring FORMATIONToadlng to recoverir 
Island/WeTfoel honoured to host : of three year old male Dachshund 
this 5-day retreat with an / answering to '•Albert", Lost km 
acknowledRodi master, Adults post, 1058 Alasha_Hwy, batwocn 
/|135, Children (2-12) $85. Family / Watson Lake and Ramcheria, Call ra&SSmatlon: Box 1131/ collect (907)272-5924 or a^o! 
Ganges VOS 120. U2-537-2326 dime I., :Wolcott, Box 3*283 ECB, 
(Salt-Spring), 112'&74^3997
0/ancouVOr)? / .: -*: *:''2ph28
brown
IN iyour horne, .corduroy, as new $300 each. 5 
days;/or eves//Have: car, /wlll / largo outdoor plants in:SpnriiBh4 
travel, Ph,656-4415/ ' incSO: / stylo urns, 130-$40 each. 652- 




: Pat lo.'-Zoned Commercial,/ 5203- 
44 Avenue, Fort Nelson, B,C.
Phone(604)774-6863, /1PB30 -----------
BUSSifTESsWpoirf^^
HOUR PHOTO FINISHING call; Chris Knudson
Revolutionary/ ''PHOTOKIS''/,^fi"fi ^- "
system provides unusually high 
profits, Takes up only fifteen ^ 
square feet, Ideal for small 
markets, install in existing 
business or open your own store; 
Contact:MINl-FOTO,Suite30l- 
555 Sixth; jSt., Now WEstmlnster,
B.C/ V3L 4H1; Phone (604)521- 
4825 „://:.■'''://::l/*/:::''':' -"''''IPbSO.;';
BARRED ROCKS 4 months. $6; 
Old English Bafitlos, Novy Hamps,
2 years, / laying. Angorp buck /; 





Committee is collectlnKfOra giant 
ptage Mlc..Juiy ,10• ..e’en ,656.., 
4996 for drop-off or pick-up of 
::yourtontrlbutlon,4: :* "';.;:/'lc27:: 
'CiWM. "*’§AARiT6’fT’"'’ilNidTt 
CITIZENS proRrammed meetings, 
ist and 3rcl ihurs, each riianth, 
drop-ins every Tuesday, 2-4 p.m,. 
lions Hall, 6994 East Saanich 
Rd.j^ Saanichton f<n
1
RIGHT HAND BEIGE GLOVE, Ph.
656-12.56 eves. Inc30
YELtOW BUDGIE FOUND at the
airport. Owner may contact 656-
,2213. ' " ^■/','lnc30'
.//■'■:,'.'AV0N/;;■:■/:




BABYSITTER for 40 month old 
girl. 5 days per week, Deep Cove, 
ereffl,' Our home with/ light 
hdu4eke«pin| (preferred) of 
yours/ 656 -04 iB eves, 2-31
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. 
Cedar posts and rails, Select tree 
fallinR.656-4213: 4 438711
UOHfiNG FIXTOrE^” Western
Canada's largest display • 
Wholesale and retail, /Free / 
catalogues available, Norburn,
LI ght In g Cent re: I nc;; 4 60 0 E a Bt;/ 
Hastings St„ Burnaby, D C, V5C : 
2K5, PhoneZ99-0666/" ' «<"
/ ■, iX^fr§R^il3oi1’¥r
ing ft boating. Good selection of; 
sliosvft colors. Shoo'partleSiOr: 
IrrrlivIrliinUnlM/Ph fi82-3l)3«/ /
:'.7c30 "';/'4',::/:":":'':::';'„.;:,':'“'''*:'-:',
4th St, SIdriby, 12. ft, ilriele psn« 
palio doors, $295; 6 It themtp 
pane .door, $325,.5 .rnnv.mirfors,/:/' 
(fsciory<,seconds),:’:$3,50:.sq,, ft.'/;/ 
'3mm glass, $1:.00 per sq/: ft. 656-:;': 
3656',Visa,MasterChar'Ro:'"'23t "
'./;'/;'':.:\.:/::'SAie./':'/;/;''.::;:
MlGc, building suppIlQvand 
/ small tools; including! /
•Heavy e/l, cords 
//•Windows''and'llass//'///"// 
'■"•Ddoi/S;’ bl-folds;ftTouvetefi/; 
•Perforaied ‘plasiic pipe /':,
'''•BostHCh/'nails/'.'' 4'//"/////.:’:".
y?/,'-2:'/poppcr/





2079 Urnelii )hf»„ iWiwr
// (next lo SeaPower ltd,); /
7uly 28-30, Aug. 2-1
2p3
T;,e.aicl>EHTUL pMiia-i/WAPTiv-.*;:;
KF,»|£»LWTIAP .'iWttTgUCT lOU., 
/:'''/F'lwisUimc,:.*«,«!,nointy■'' 
cxetpers/r'UEuiTuK^
NOftMriiitseN DKtlONM/nUILDEK lIPNtV, e.C, AS4)Tllia;
MUSHROOM MANURE, wood 
/ free, Excellent'/ soli conditioner 
and rnulch. Available In bulk or 
bags, U-haul $14/yard. Delivery 
extra, ; 0uan1ity discounts, 652- 
/':2543.'/.4''";'../''' 1.4p39








SPORT FiSliiNO GEAR • dewh- 
riRners, fuel etc. Alsoinfellevisiori 
and to uCartrldBOS, Phono 658-
1102."'//""/'' ''"'■///' 12e36"/';
Marina. For: info.; call Rimpac 
;'t>ivors,b5bl,tU,.4wc32: ,
: rmBkai^vimm^mrT
BUY IN 0.C, 25-foot Reinell 
/nxprfw, top condition, fully / 
1fwrlw-l ' Stand'iip he.nd; two 
/sounders.:'/$12,800,./;'Ross//fl / 










f f roe Estlmete* 
WE DO IT ALL 
; OUAWANtEED 
AND AFFOnOAttLE





EtWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR OD.
, Conrrr.'ifiWatrjrproolIng
CoiK ii.'io |,iiiv(iW(ivb ^Sldf,lwaiks
I'lsti I'oncis ', huinu Hoiiovniions
Phone 656-3881 tor Free nstimato
I
Page B8 THE REVIEW
■y We*
Wednesday, July 27, 1983 >—
PEHINSUU DIREaORY PENINSUU DIREaORY
of PROFESSiONS, GOODS and SERVICES V. . of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
1982 LASER SURF — sprint. 
Sailboat $1,100. 1980 Laser 
sailboat$l,600.Ph. 656-3350. 
Ip3 0
16 FT. BOAT AND TRAILER. 28 
h.p. Evinrude, 7 1/2 h.p. Sears 
air cooled. Tank, oars, rod 
holders, and fire extinguisher 
$950. 9675 1st St., Sidney. 656- 
3193. Ip30
LOOKING FOR a place to rent 
outside Victoria where I can live in 
my 22 ft. trailer. Please call 
382p2218. 2c30
1981 SUZUKI FA50, low mileage. 
Accessories included. Excellent 
condition, good around town bike. 
Offers to $385. 656-0224 6-8 
p.m. 12g38
WANTED: 1 bdrm. apartment, 
suite or basement suite, un­
furnished, for quiet working 
single. Sidney area. References 
available. Phone 9 to noon 656- 
1151 or eves, from 6 to 8 p.m. 
656-9358. Ask for Lynn. 3nc32 
YOUNG RESPONSIBLE COUPLE 
seeks winter accomodation (Sept- 
June) would suit cottage or 
summer home Phone 721-0100 
Askfor John or Margaret. 3p32
Immaculate, one level retire­
ment home. Two bedrooms, 




We have a 
secret weapon 
to help sell 
your home!
It’s called SIZE.
As part of the 
largest real estate sales 
organization in the 
world. we ha\;e access 
to bnyers all o\ er North 
America.
Find out more 
about the e.xclusive 
VIP'' Referral service: 
Call or stop by today.
ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD.
QUALIFIED WARRANTEED EUROPEAN WORKMANSHIP
We will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY 
by Contract or by the Hour. 
Complete Landscaping .Service and 
Quality Stonework.




















'80 FORD F150 PICKUP. 300 cu. 
in. auto., PS, PB, only 14,000 
miles. $7,865. Like new. 8' 
camper, stove, sink, heater, ice 
box, large water tank, $1,950; or 
both $9,500. Ph. 656-6944. 3p31
17 FT. HOLIDAY TRAILER, 3-way 
fridge, stove, sleeps 6, excellent 
condition. Ph. 656-2381. 4p32
'69 FORD ECONOLINE CAMPER 
either whole or for parts. Good 
wood interior. Ph. 652-2707.




FOR RENT: 3 bedroom duplex, 
on McDonald Park Road. 
Available August 1, 1983.
NANCY LAVIOLETTE 
656-0131 w 656-3676
'80 PONTIAC ACADIAN 2 dr;, 
standard, 28,000 miies; $3r900; 
Agood buy. 652-1296.; / /12g39^
MUST SELL 76 4 spd. Chev Vega 
2 dr; station wagon to settle 
estate. 46,000 miles. View at 
2077 Brethour Park Way, Sidney, 
V8L iS3; Serid bids to sarhe by 
July 31/ Highest; bid S will not 
necessarily constitute a sale.
:;2'C3 0S\sSS.Svy,;;S:/;:::;/t; ;S;:,S's
FOR RENT: Shoal Harbour for 
the Executive; Luxury living. 
$1500 per month. v S "
NANCY LAVIOLETTE 
656-0131 y ^56-3676
'68 DATSUN 1600. runs well. 
$450/Utility box trailer SZBOTPh. 
656-6103^ ZpSOVBi^
1972 PINTO HATCHBACK. New 
paint new tires and interior. Tape 
deck booster and speakers. 5 
$1,200.00 0:B;0;652-2655:4c33y
REAL ESTATE LICENCEES:
Can you help us? Our walk in 
business:1s;building:inour 
Sidney Office and we: need a 
reliabiev competehtS Sales­
person to help us 'handle this 
arid i other fc off ices generated 
business..
CENTURY 21




Open daily 2 pm - 7 pm
9659 -,2nd St. Three bedroom, 





Super family home in good 
central location in Sidney. 
















REYNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
•k Fully insured -k Residential/Commercial 









Electrical Wiring,; Rewiring & Line Work. 
Have your power lines surveyed.






MAKING HOMES AFFORDABLE, 
csfmrnY tsir 4p31
LARGE TUDOR on 2 acres. 
Sunny, Horse pasture. Built 


























finishing. Asking $230,000. Call 
Ray Bourgquin 652-4650 Island 
Pacific Realty 592-5551. 2p31
Keating Ridge ; ,
Executive/;' heme. i Panoramic 
valley views,- sea glimpses/ 
Compietewith/air the! creature 
corilforts/ $235^000.///: / ::'/
656-1111 ' ^ 656-7319
HOUSE PRICES ARE ON THE 
MOVE! Ther is no better time to 
buy this immaculate three 
bedroom home. Situated in one of 
the newer developments in 
Sidney, this home is ideal for the 
young family. Assumable morgage 
of $49,000 and PIT of $510 per 
month,. Reduced/to $80,900 for: 
quick sale; Open house Sat. and 
Sunday 1 p.m.-4 p.m. 656-0031 
for more information. Ic30
GORDON OR£N Painting^, ; Decorating / ■ / /
Waticoverings
FREE ESTIR8ATES
Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY. B.C. V8L 3A6
Industria! / Residential / 
Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
1966 CHEV. BEAUMONT; 283 VA; 
8 autorhatic. Blue good running;
:-/’?.// ■'■/// Qnh-'hh"c kii k'q i m
Lots
Sidney :-:excel|ent;cprner/: lot 
easy to build on. $38,900. : : 
North Saanich - over 1 /2 acre 
view lot - reduced to $54,000. 
Ted Phillips
656-1111 656-5337
FOR SALE IN ATLIN, B.C.: Three 
bedroom log home, fully modern,; 
hot water, heat, well; fireplace, 
also large garage/shop, barn and: 
greenhouse. Located on five acres / 
deeded / land / with .excellent/ 
commercial / potential. Price 
: $ 15 0,000 fi rm. Arnold Edzerza,
/ Box/131 / Atlin,/ B.C; (604)651- 
: 7521. 2Pb30//
':://:■■: gandeiiton;,-V;'/
/ /1 / /“Big or Small:: /









/• WES JONES 656-2405
;/:&;S0N8;/^^//






556 Downey Rqad^ /
R.R.1, Sidney, B.C.
order; $800.00 656-2581. 1 p30:;
/1973/BUICK/CENTURYrLUXUS/ 
/P;B;P;S! P.W;;hew shocks brakes? 
/muffler// good condition • $ 1200? 




/ FRONT;/Th ree, su perb; lots/w it h 
protective covenant: , un­
derground services. For info, see 
owner///2516 '/Shoreacres: Rd;/ 
:Sidney. 656-1836; ;///
67 : CHEV 1/2 / ton / Excellent / 
r uih h i n g CO rid i t id ri / $1895 / —
/ 0. B.0.; 7 3 Ford 3 /4/ton excellent 
/ ruhnirig condition $2850 O.B.O;
Phone652-9674 Preferred after 9 
/ p.m/,:'.://'.'" ;■ :'12p42':
1958 GMC 1/2: ton small box./ 
Good for restoring 653-4692 Salt 
Spring Island; / ; lp30
WANTED TO BUY; Saanich, 
/Saanich / /Peninsula;// Purchaser 
seeking: 3/: bedroom : house/ on 
/approx./ 2//acres//suitable for 
/horses. V/iH consider older horne 
in good cond ition. P rice ra nge u p 
to approx. $150,000. Please call; 
:Ray Bburquin/652-4650; Island 
Pacific Realty Ltd, 592-5551. /
2p3 0 ///...././/.:■::/:::. :: /
1949 INTERNATIONAL KB-5 2 
ton, with 1959 O.H.V. engine/ 
dump bed a nd f la t bec|. Ext ra 
parts, good tires, runs but needs 
reconditioning. Mechanic's or 
restorer's special $1,200: 653- 
4692 Salt Spring Island, //IpSO
USED FORK LIFTS— Excellent 
selection of over forty units in 
/stock— reconditioned and near 
new at low prices, Call collect, 
Speedy Fork Lift Ltd , Vancoijver, 
(604)980;‘2434 -'I PB30'':
Insurance Agents
//■'./:,;//; : AUTOPLAN ■/;^'/'/-/,
Member - Victoria M.L.S.
///:/;'L":/'/ 656-1154.
DEAN PARK ESTATES - 1862 
Porlier PI. wouldrybu believe just 
$135 ,000. Now//1600 sq. ft: 
rancher by builder. Open to view 
Sat., July 30 and Sun., July 31 
from 1 to 5 p,m, Qualifies for 
$3,000 grant, To preview, call 
656-5682 br6S6-2564. inc30
MOBILE / HOME PADS, AB­
BOTSFORD, / /BRITISH 
COLUMBlA./ Close/to Vancouver 
/with easy freeway /access. / Ail 
conveniences such as hospital, 
shopping centre, parks, curches, 
schools and college close by. Only 
eight pads available in the adult 
section. Choose your pad before 
it's too late. To complete our land­
scaping and beautification pro­
gram, vve are willing to make a 
special offer until: August : 15, 
1983 of two months free rent and 
up to $500.00 in moving costs. 
CALL COLLECT TO CHARLOTTE 
OR ALEX AT: CLEARBROOK 
ESTATES(604) 854-3641. 4pb31
Bert iviorrey Plumbing & Heating
I fShimheir Construction and Repairs ::
nUH.uer specializing in Hot Water Heating
10410 All Bay Rd.| Sidney Phone 656-1580^^^
mmm pederses^
, EXCAVATiOl^ .SERVICES
Case 450 Crawler, loader, 4 in 1 backhoe
Escavating and backfill
•Lot and subdivision servicing 
___ , _______ ,____,____.•Land/clearing/and/fbad/vvbrk/:
Arbutus Realty Inc.
: •Jim Smith •Roger Frampton
Listings needed 
FREE EVALUATIONS



















REDUCED ~ MUST SELL / 
OWNER TRANSFERRED
Three bedroom home in quiet 
area of Sidney - within walking 
distance pf /downtown. Fire­
place upstabs and down/fully 
fenced yard, darkroom. 
Reduced to $76;900. : :
PAUL HYATT ^56-3150 





/3/: Room: "broiipfl;,:,/Bachelor 
suites, individual ploeos, 
hido-n-beds, rollaw.iys, 
month In month
388 Yates / 3834655
SIDNEY DUPLEX, immaculate, 3 
bdrm., : fireplace; / lyt, ; baths, 
dining room, bsmt., fenced yard, 
Close to schools; $650 per mo, No 
pots. Roforoncos/ 65 64066,6 66 • 
::4003''./■//: Z3t'"
Two'llDRi66Wl""tull liasofnont
side X side, possible inlaw suite, 
fireplace, large lot. Available 
August 1,2158 Wlolor Avo. 479* 
:9824,.‘.'''/":.:rc30.
No stop BiinqalQwi required in 
the/lower/price'Tange/w 
walking rilstanco; to Beacon Avo; 
:()aragO or/carport not cssontial. 
Joe or Freddy Slarko 652-9602 , 
or Castle Properties (1982) Lid., 
666-0747,
Ifiw I BOrTM. (56N00, quiet,
luKurloiJs// fireplaco, 3’' np> 
plicapces, own utility rooiip. Suit 
older: lady/ or / mature couple. 
References. $425. Ph. 6SG-5314,
3 p3 0
c'i5iuf*(j)r^sieiMEY.:' 3: b3fm:::: 
fireplace, fenced yard, no* pets. 
Roforeiices. $ 5 75 per mo,; 656* 
4066or656-4003,^ ' 23t
close to beach and bus. Utilities 




month, IPliono 666 *2 65 2 Between
•/■•''"'■/ 7c3l"'
" R'llWfSI¥61TlT5WXi^fTi.:wator^ 
front. Ground floor. $400 pbr mp, 













BACKHOE SEWER STORM DFIAINS 
LOADING
I y / y^ Graham’s
656,-0626 Rdshingling
Repairs lo Vents, 
Eaves & Chimney 
Flashing
[unii
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
SIDNEY ROTOVATING &
/;/:/y;^^:;: TRACTOR SERVICE; ^
; / Prompt, Courteous Service









/:,For:alLyouf Booling Needs, 
:: /: Shakes, Shingles, Tar ■ 
& Gravel & Repairs ‘Blue star Sheat Metal










I'/only OIK,' Miiwft mciluini in,il liitc'i,«liiJi; .miii.'SI in 
liin i ovotiiiin :ijn Mnnmni'/id'l.ni/i,
H(i,i (I,.AS ,0111,Oil nils
I IK',,' I*. I'miv nniV .Kt'.inlikinrt' iVK'IIkiii! Ih, I ' yn.,,
■/!'0'/(U?V" Ilih l,h(K,ii|(i' inK'llf/tin'i' |''i'',1hi;/
.V,1,! S s!,,! ni'Aill' |K'I'> .1 K'lliliKh III
' iii’ih’inKnl ii'rrMhif I'.i/yi i..I(,!,,,',,ih;i ,l'';'liMl f,',!/n‘i"f '' ' /





If) Itp to 33 lip 2 and 4 wheel drive/ /^
CENTRAL TRACTOR SALES LTD.
Victoria
477-7151 Isl. HwyLNaiiooso; Q.C,
Parksvjllo
468-7671
GRANTS McDonald Park Road
:SMlL,]\40T0Rs[''^






HERBERT BROTHERS TREE SERVICE
Smvm THE PENINSULA r
OUALIFIED STAFF—FREE ESTIMATES
■ •Int'ihind iinii r*illiii<t nmioiitnin liini*; ^ '̂ /: : / /;' / /1,
" ^:,,,*Siil«eliw Idl (li.,iting■,■■/,.' 
•('(iitiinii ittfis •lrriii),liliM •flthiimfhinlii iiiKi ’Hi'rtiiM
CERtlFlEO SPRAYERS •BOOH NOW FOR SPRING 
FULLY INSURED, riEASONABiLE RATES . 656-0570
SIDNEY GLASS
:// Marino, ;Aiilo &/Sa(oty Glass Insuranco Claims Promptly Hancllod
,,:,,//;.Window Glass r-zMIrrors'/',"■/ (55iig.,3[3jT'■:
Wlndslilolds Inslallod
10114 McDonald Park Rd,
‘/;'/'L"':'/:'‘/'/‘/-r:LoO"LoddorS—:/^‘̂
11 years In Sidney— A-I Rncommendatloni 




imiiiir if •'   —..
TJyj^ewmertnam / / :'::/;//
Home and Commercial / ^ ^ -•mmumtir I v
'-■ -almost all .make's'/ ■■"■/'
Pm total pklr pp H tfaWyeO'
CJrecni-Sccnc Ldndscapmg
652*3089 nmuigh COMPLETE SERVICE
■.;',5li)lp;'idckin'g/bin(b;//,/iii/://':»i;,win|(i'GarderV'^
I'.,)|iii;, WtiIKh ' I (v1ii||)|(iH,UH.U il
Hiivcv./ity') •rfiiDuig ti LpHtyiMp
•Lawns il^oed or Sndi ‘Feiicino.'boriient Work^: ./y
m
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Exhibition at Maples Gallery
The good news is that inflation (as measured by the 
consumer price index) in Canada is down to approx­
imately 5.25 per cent; the bad news is that interest rates 
for savings accounts and term deposits are also down.
As previously mentioned in this column, to un­
derstand the effect of interest rates on an individual 
taxpayer it is important to know the marginal tax rate 
(MTR) of the person, for it is the money received after 
paying taxes and after giving consideration for inflation 
which indicates whether one is retaining and increasing 
capital or sinking.
By way of illustration the following table was 
computed based upon an interest rate of 8 per cent. The 
purpose was to determine the net effect of receiving 
interest at 8 per cent at the various tax rates for 1983 and 
to determine the level of capital gain and dividend that 
would be required to achieve the same net income.
Using the table, a person with a taxable income of 
$21,222, would pay 36 cents on any extra dollar he or 
she earned. Therefore, if they received $8 interest 
(interest for one year on $100.00 at 8 per cent), after 
paying taxes they would retain only $5.12. They would 
achieve the same result if they made a capital gain of 
$6.24 or received a dividend of $5.39.
i
8 PER CENT INTEREST 
Interest Cap. Gain Dividend 



















































































Unfortunately, anyone in the 36 per cent tax 
bracket would be sinking if they received a net gain of 
$5.12 because inflation is approximately 5.25 per cent 
per annum. And, of course, the situation deteriorates 
further if they receive less than 8 per cent interest. They 
should try to gain a higher rate of interest, capital gain 
or dividend if they are to preserve their 
[Stephen M. Taylor is a representative of Pitfield 
Mackay Ross Limited, Victoria]
A limited edition of 
prints by Pat Luchinsky 
will be exhibited July 31 
through Aug. 14 at 
Maples Gallery. 
Luchinsky will be in 
attendance at the gallery 
on opening day 1-4 p.m.
The well known artist 
who received her BA in 
fine arts last year at age 
69 began taking night 
courses in oil painting 
under Herbet Siebner in 
1957 and later took 
etching under the 
guidance of Pat Martin 
Bates. And that’s when 
she became a convert to 
print making, spending . 
two summers at Banff 
School of Fine Arts.
A student at the 
University of Victoria, 
Luchinsky graduated in 
1982. Her work has been 
included in numerous 
^ group shows and jury 
^ shows at the Victoria Art 
p Gallery and as a member 
^ of Group XIII the artist 
^ has exhibited annually 
^ with it for a number of 
^ years. The group’s work 
^ is currently on disp)aly at 
^ Victoria city hall. :
^ Luchinsky won a prize 
^ for an oil painting 
“Ghost House”, an 
interpretation of the old 
Tod house on Heron 
Street where she lived as 





historical residence built 
by an early Victoria 
whaling captain, was an 
etching by Luchinsky 
which — along with 
Ghost House — toured 
B.C. for a year.
The artist’s prints and 
paintings have been 
purchased locally as well 
as by residents of eastern 
Canada and her work is 
included in the Women’s 
Committee monthly 
rental at Victoria Art 
Gallery.
By Wendy Laing
Strolling along the beach is one way to enjoy water but 
another exhilarating form of water awareness is aquatic 
activity. A pleasant jaunt to a swimming pool will provide 
excellent cardio-vascular exercise (by running, walking or 
biking) and a warm-up to a couple hours of splashing.
Whether you swim lengths, springboard dive, sweat it 
out in our whirlpool and .sauna, or frolic around, the 
Panorama pool is the hot-spot!
Everyone welcome is from 2-4 p.m. Monday to Friday 
and 2-5 p.m. and 2:30-4:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday 
respectively. During the evening everyone may come from 
7:30-9 p.m.
Bored of just eating at lunch time? Burn up that stored 
energy Monday to Friday 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. What a way to 
work up an appetite by swimming 10, 20 or 50 lengths!
This session is for adults only, so here is your chance to 
set up a regular swimming pattern. Since swimming is so 
relaxing, this time is ideal for those on lunch breaks. Swim, 
relax and munch at our noon swim.^
Most children love playing in baths and the same can be 
said about swimming pools. Peninsula Recreation offers a 
warm kiddies pool loved by all young fish enjoying their 
first water experiences.
With some floating toys and lots of help from Mom 
and/or Dad, the little ones will love parent-and-tot.
This sessionis scheduled for Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, 11:30 a.m.-12 noon and 6:30-7 p.m.
What a fun, sweat-free fitness class? Try Panorama’s 
water exercises from 12:30-1 p.m. (noon swim). Also 
offered Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday evenings 9-11 
p.m , this class supplies an excellent work-out with the 
cushioning effect aiding in muscle and back problems.
Registration for the first and second sessions of 
swimming lessons during August may be completed 
anytime. The opportunity of learning to swim is priceless, 
so drop by today. ^
Panorama’s contribution for Teen Recognition Week 
will take place tomorrow, July 28■ In the pool, teens (13-18 
years) may swim, two for thei price of one, during the 
everyone welcome session at 7:30-9 p:m. / >
Earlier the same day, a t\vo-for-pne package will be 
available jfor t^ns in the arenav Jn the everyone welcome 
roller-skating, 12-1 p.m. Dive into Panorama today!
Q. 1 there any difference between naturaLand syn­
thetic vitamins?
A. Despite the propaganda of some health food
difference to anything but your
----- *~ke so-called “natural
synthesized (manufac-
3f^he/:/|p^ works
committee voted Monday 
night to recommend to 
North Saanich council that 
an amount up to $20,000 be 
; spent :tb provide a concrete ■ ; 
I flume for a stream that runs 
; through Christopher Lott’s 
; property at 10992 Kalitan 
'i'Road.'
i Engineering staff had 
/presented the committee 
with four options, of which 
! deepening the existing open 
j ditch, with concrete 
I retaining walls, was the 
cheapest, at $24,000. The 
I others involved diverting 
the flow and carrying it in 
enclosed pipes/
( Engineering services 
I director Daryl Ashby said 
i he favoured the open ditch 
because it would not be 
easily blocked by debris in a 
^hcavy runoff. /
The committee agreed to 
try for provincial assistahee 
in solving the, problem, 
:e the stream had been 
diverted from its original
Ashby gave the com­
mittee a list of estimated 
costs for gravel footpaths 
totalling $160,000. Aid. 
Edgar Farthing termed 
/ some of them “Ridiculous’’ 
citingj “a: simple mean-/ 
dering path down a road 
access costing $10,000.”
Council has set a 
$ 15 ,(M30-a~year ceiling for 
spending on footpaths.
The committee at first 
remoyed from the list a 
beach access path at North 
Star Road^ then reinstated 
it with a cost limit of $500 
—- only a fraction qf Ash­
by’s estimate. (
Council has turned 
thumbs down on the North 
Star access before, with the 
contention that there is no 
beach there fit to use and 
what there is can’t be 
reached because it is at the 
bottom of a high, sleep 
bank.
The project is kept alive 
because the advisory
IP/
(^ourse beforcl I The- plarih^ 
municipality was organized, recommending it.
I but ho one indicated much/ Ch air rnan Georgc 
hope that help would be Westvvodd obtained 1 forthcoming. committee approval for
1 Aid. Eric Sherwood discussions between himself 
questioned whether council and Ashby and their op- 
would be setting a positc numbers from Sidney 
precedent of paying to regarding pumping from 
correct drainage probicmii i Sidney wells and drainage 
on private property. When of the Canora Road area, 
the vot^5 was taken only Sidney hai re-activated 
Aid. Jim Gumming Avas the pump bn ohe of |U 
'opposed; l/'/lformer';wells,,lwith";watery,'
After considerable debate being pumped around the 
the committee agreed to clock into a ditch taking it 
I coihinucuntll thecnd of the via Willingdon and East 
( year and experiment with Saanich Roadif Into the 
I havi ri g p rey ch tat iy c headwaters of Rcay Creek, 
i maintenance for municipal A.shby said he did not 
I vehicles done under cotiP hnoW; whether the ebn- 
* tracts' Originally the con- tihubusy pumping had had 
/tract covered only: June; janyl effect on the water 
I July and August, Including table/iny the area, where 
j fire trucks, North Saanich ; tt|ere are persifftent noodihg 
has 14 vehicles. problems.
j Last ycari many Canadians RFD will keep you hflbiit 
I found nut to laiW whin l%D y more comf^^ ^ n
\ stands for; Personal lifejacket. So play it safe 
' Floatation Pevlcc. Mora this summer and wear your 
visible fiorn « distance, PFD. 
warmer in cold water, u It’s your life.
-vs.
are healthier is a fallacy. Both “natural” and synthetic 
vitamins have exactly the same chemical structure and 
hence the same biochemical action in the body.
For example, ascorbic acid or vitamin C is the same to 
your cells whether it originated from rose hips or a test 
tube. The body uses vitamins without questioning their 
origin.
The only difference between synthetic and “natural” 





A. It is true that fiber may interfere with the ab­
sorption ofsomemirierals. However, we Cncoura^ you 
to eat fruits, vegetables, and whole grains for their fiber 
content, and also foi' the other nutrients they contain. \ 
We do not , and never did absorb all the minerals in :
It is important to have fiber in our diet every day 
because of its roll in maintaining a healthy bowel 
function. The fiber gives bulk or volttfne to the stool,
soft.
These two factors,
stool to pass through the bowels. This is important 
because the shorter transit time is believed to decrease 
the chances of devclopingldiverticuliiis/ hemhbrroidsf 
or cancer of thcBoweL/'''.;./,^.',,:
Guide’s Four Food Groups, and you will receive 
sufficient quantity of nutrients and fiber to maintain 
lgdod:healtlii.':The':chrrent:^!yFiPIan;:piet”whichlst:rcsses:^ 
’ iarge amounts of fiber is not recommended as a good 
diet, as it docs not follow Canada’.s Food Guide, and is 
unbalanced.
[Brillsli Columbia 1)te(Uinii,s' and 
Nutritionists* Atisoclatlon]■i” '
Ghlldren’sy librarian Grant y^ys the libraries 
PcnnyyG!raht : sayit it’s not have an excellent collection
iboyiatc for youngsters to of children’s and young?
sigrf up for the? Vancduver i: people’s fictionj non-fictibn; , 
Island: Regional IJbrnry and paperbacks and 
summer reading program anything not on the shelves 
Around B.C. In Books, can be ordered from one of 
Children aged six to 14 the library '.ysicms’s other 
years wlio ctijoy i'cading; 30 bran 
collecting stickers and Exciting wind-up parties 
would like to take g chance will be held Aug, 26 at lOi 
on a book draw should sign u.rn. in Brentwood and 1:30 
up for the program at p.m, iti Sidney. The panics 
.Sidney-Noidi .Saanicli will featuic VUlcidoseope 
library on Resthaven or the Story Theatre, refresh- 
Brentwodd-Ccntral Saanich ments, book draw : and / 
/ library branch on Clarke presentation of souvenir 
Rd. bobkmatks.
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PRICES EFFECTIVE 
JULY 27,28,29,29,1983
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
miR FOOD DOUnR HERE
The depth of the recession over the past year and ^ 
the seriousness of its effect on small and medium- i 
sized businesses were reflected in the financial results p 
of the Federal Business Development Bank, which ''' 
registered a net loss of $81 million for the fiscal year 
ended March 31st, 1983.
Of this amount, $61.4 million was related to term 
lending activity while the balance of $19.6 million 
was the loss incurred by the venture capital division.
In its annual report made public today, the bank 
points out a striking similarity between the amount 
of FBDB write-offs and the value of Canadian 
bankruptcies over the past year. During fiscal 1982, 
the FBDB wrote-off $47.4 million worth of loans 
while Canadian bankruptcies amounted to $ 1,327 
billion in liabilities.
In fiscal 1983, FBDB write-offs rose to $76.3 | 
million while the Canadian bankniptcy figure 
climbed to $2,436 billion. p
In his annual message, FBDB president Guy p 
Lavigueur attributes the bank’s loss to two principal g 
I elements: increased costs on debt rollover ($11.5 |i 
million) and the provision for possible future losses 
($91.4 million); In addition, he indicates that the 
recession also reduced the demand for FBDB loans.
Both the number and the amount of these loans i 
were down by 26 per cent and 22 per cent respectively | 
from fiscal 1982. In fiscal 1983, FBDB authorized i 
3,346 loans for a total of $370.5 million while in 1982 i 
it made 4,630 loans worth $476 million. ^
At the year end, FBDB had a total of 31 i 147 loan p 
customers representing an outstanding or committed M 
anibuiit of $1:956 billipn. This compares to 35^076 J 
loan customers and to a committed amount of $2,112 p 
billion the previous year.
In the field of venture capital investments, the | 
FBDB had 116 ihvestrhent customers at the close of || 
fiscal 1983, for total outstanding investments of |
[ $45.5 million, down slightly from 133 investment i
... ................
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The management services, of the Bank 
include information, counselling and training ac- 1 
tivities — continued to increase as more and more i 
I business people felt the. need to enhance their S 
management skills, 1
The bank’s small business information service, 1 
which provides information on goveriunent |
1 assistance programs, received more than 23,000 p I 
>■ ' ^ enquiries Vn fiscal 1983 up from 18,000 the previous M I
The CASE Program (counselling assistance to p 
small enterprises) received 20,231 enquiries com- 
pared to 18,275 during the previous year. This | 
program provides the expertise of more than 1,500 i 
successful retired business people to help firms to g 
improve their methods of doing business.
In addition, the training programs of the bank’s 
management services division continued to be 1
variety of business topics, joint seminars organized 
by the bank in conjunction with professional and 1 
industrial associations and owner manager courses 
which are developed for the provincial and territorial i 
ministries of educaton and offered through com- p 
munity colleges. §
During fiscal 1983, more than 1,800 seminars were 
presented across the count ly and over 25,000 
owner/manager courses were sold.
The bank’s training program also includes 
management clinics a self-learning concept on 
specific areas of busines.s management incorporating 
a video-tape and a workbook using equipment 
available at any FBDB Office. More than 12,500 \ 
;'Clinics;:Wcre'heldThTiscalT983.',(;,
A total of 939 loans in the amount of $89.2 million 
were authorized in the bank’s British Columbia and 
Yukon Region. In! the previous year 
tbtalling $124^5 million were rhadei At the fiscal year 
end, 7,507 businesses in the region had $500.4 million 
in financing from the bank.
In the management services division more than 
3,8()0 counselling assignments were completed by 
CASE coun.sellors while a total of 429 management 
training seminars w'crc held. In addition, some 
!l5i(kK) rcicrmlV Nvefe niadc to varibu 
assisianccf Vprograrhs aihted at hel^ 
cople.
...iThe'i'Fcdcral:; Business”'Deyclopmehf';B^
chbwn : corporation with the role of providing 
finjancing to small and medium-sized businesses when 
tthey are unable to bbta it elsewhere bn reasonable 
terms and conditions. The FBDB also provides 














open 9 a.m..4:30 p.m. Aug. 10 — hot at
i, cvenirigS'v'and«'*i|.4.^,^';fp.m'i:'' .'/.'■■v:' Aiig'b'.'. hot. dunclY 
Saturday and Sunday,^ ;11;45 
l.unchcs, leu, coffee, card.s, show at I p.m.
j, library, billiard,s, wide Aug, 19 -- nearly new
' variety of craft classes,' sale at 10 a.m.
recreational activities, Aug. 22 •— class
liMU'nrir'rt;, trip'- nnri more, registration
i If you arc 60 or better Silver Aug. 26 and 27 — Prime
Threads would like to hear 5.5 festival at the Unlyersity 
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BEAUS with PBBKsSSmL ........
TASTE TELLS CREAM STYLE
398 mL......... .......

















































HOURS;: Mon lo Ri, (1 pm to 9 pnii Siilurriay 9 am lo 8 pm, 
’Suntiav n am In H pm
'kg:
Ujiuomiiig events: Aug, 1 Aug. 31, 
, —centre closed; tl;45a.nl;
M CORNER Of :
n
